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(Prom Wallace Farmer.)
When we read of the strikes sod bitter
"
srxxu tu plow."
•trugglee between capital and labor, of
the poverty and soffer.ng in the cities,
of the strifes between individuals and
on prececal agricultural topic·
families, when we note the constant
Correspondence
le solicited.
AtldrMu all communications In
effort of the rich to grind the poor; in
tended for this department to IIbnby 1)
the misery of humankind, the
Hajmomd, Agricultural Bdltor Oxford Den short,
more apalling as we become better acocrat, PwU. Me.
quainted with it, all through lack of
perfect organization, we turn wiih great
pleasure to that best of all organized
Treat horses Decently.
industries, the production of honey and
Hordes liveout their lives wholly under the
perpetuation of the race, that is
the control of man. Willingly, cheergoing on in the beehive from year to
fully for the most part, they do man's year.
bidding aud never know their native
Here there is no boss. Every class
freedom from birth to death. Many an and
every individual knows by most
intelligent horse does his part in life wonderful instinct its place and its duty.
much better than the man who calls him- The
queen (or more strictly speaking,
self his master.
the mother bee, for she exercises no
I think sometimes man commits great- authority
whatever) understands that it
er am in ill-treating or neglecting this
is her business to keep np the supply of
prince of brutes than in ill-treating or eggH, keeping in view always the seaneglecting members of the human fam- son's requirements. The greater the
ily. The human being A<w speech, has How of honey, the more eggs she lays.
the right aud power to seek redress, to As the flow of honey ceases, she reduoes
strike back and defend himself, or to re- the number, as though
guided by a wismove himself altogether from the pree
dom more than human.
ence of his tormentors.
None of these
bee
has a very clear
This same queeu
things bas the faithful horse. He must idea of her own dignity and importance.
endure in silence. If he strikes back, She permits no rival, but submits to the
be is called "vicious," and is punish -d. restraint which the hive compels, and
Kindness means much to an intelligent when her oldest royal daughter comes
horse. There are those so dull that an of age, with the rearing of which she
oath makes no difference to them; but ha* had nothing to do beyond laying the
to the high bred horse an oath or harsh egg, she makes a virtue of necessity and
word means about what it does to a per- leaves the hive to her children, in order
son.
The nerves will tighten, the pulse to be Independent, taking with her a
quicken, the sensitive nostril dilate and sufficient number of the members of the
quiver. Kind words and hand pats quiet family with which she is best acquaintthe nerves, soften the expression of the ed. She recognizes the fact that there
e.ve; the whole appearance of the animal cannot be two queens in one hive, and
changes. It is not better to soothe with •the must get out, which she does with
kinduess than to irritate and torment?
the best grace she can.
The younger bees understand perfectMany horses are ruined wben young
by the harsh treatment of their care ly that it is their business to take care
takers. They have no confidence in of the brood, and they do so without
man.
It takes years of kiud treatment instruction and without complaint. The
to overcome the mischief wrought in a older bees, all of them undeveloped
few weeks or months of early life.
queens, drones excepted, understand
I have seen grooms iu cleaning stalls that it is their business to make honey,
a
hoe
with
the
horse's
heels
and no man in charge of a great railroad
cmartly
rap
or shovel and yell "Stand over!" when
ever worked
or industrial corporation
they had not tried in any other way t<> more intelligently than do these same
make them do so. The horse jumped worker bees.
and quivered, snorted, laid back its ear,
The drone understands that he is a
and kept stepping as long as the mac gentleman of leisure, kept in excessive
The horse bad a better numbers to make sure that the young
was at work.
disposition than I had, for I felt like see- queen will be mated with some one of
ing the horse's feet landed hard on some them. They all seem to understand
that*after a certain period their usefulpart of that grown body.
I have seen them go in beside the ness is past. They then cluster themhorse without speaking, kick its legs, selves on the outside of the hive and
slap its sides, strike it over the head perish. They have had their day, and
with a pitchfork or the feed measure, whether satisfied with it or not, they
with harsh words and oaths, all because simply submit.
the hor^e did not stand over before it
This whole hive simply realizes the
knew what was wanted of it.
dream of the most advanced sociologists,
I have seen horses kicked in tbe belly when everyone will have his work, will
for slipping ou the wet barn bridge have an equal share in the results, while
drawing a load into tbe barn. I beiieve those who cannot do anything, whether
that many cases called colic, aud that through their own fault or not, to prodo not not respond to treatment, are in- mote the welfare of the rest, miserably
tiimmation caused by kicks.
perish. The ante probably have quite
Is rnau endowed by his creator with as systematic an organization; and we
hard
heart and brain and sense'.1 It is
suppose it was probably because Solofor me to believe it when I see such mon knew more about ante than he did
me
looks
to
about bees and their ways, that be said :
things as tbe above. He
like the bigger brute of tbe two.
"Go to the ant, thou sluggard ;
Confier her ways, and be wise."
I once saw a man halter-break a wean
a halter
He
or so.
got
of
six
months
ling
Pasture Improvement.
The colt pulled and be
ou its head.
E. A. Stanford of West Kennebunk,
The
colt
swore.
aud
and
yanked
pulled
tbe office of Farm Manpulled itself down and he snaked it an expert from
of the United States Departalong on tbe ground until his strength agement
ment of Agriculture, is one of the entera stick
gave out, then got behind it with
and beat aud kicked it until it got up. prising young farmers of York County.
The colt jumped tbe length of the halter; His specialty is hay, and judging by the
he pulled it around facing him and went appearance of his barn thid year his own
through tbe same operation again and farm is profiting by his expertness.
this year
again, swearing in loud tones all the The result of bis bay cropping
time. That colt was a Morgan tilly, and is a barn which is filled to overflowing.
to the peak
she bad spunk. She fought for her Not only are the mows full
tbe barn floor is full
liberty and she always did it. She is of the roof, but
front
twentv years old, and has never been with tbe exception of eight feet in
or
safe to leave hitched with a ualter. of the big barn door, and there's a ton
Otherwise she is kind. Who was to two in the cellar.
on
was
at
work
Mr. Stauford
recently
blame? Not the filly, I aai sure.
A horse «tumbles on the road. He a farm in Canton where he had charge
of !
in
the
an
of
shoes
his
wheo
improvement
the
experiment
whip
gets a cut with
need seeing to. He falls for the same an old pasture, this being a particular*
He is driven feature of work which he has taken up ;
reason ar.il gets a beating.
of ;
miles and left standing, perhaps in the under tbe auspices of the department
in which Mr.
wind, with no blanket, while his owner agriculture, and a feature
Stanford himself takes a great deal of
swaps stories with a man. He gets
lame, and the man says he is "no good." enthusiastic interest.
He whs present at the meeting of the
Ho comes
It's the man that is no good.
at Mechanic
in tired and hot from baid work and is Dairy Testing Association
on the;
fed heavily on corn meal, is put back to Fails recently and spoke briefly
1
work in an hour, has colic and dies. subject of pasture improvement, having I
Μα Panfnn oTnftri.
The owner bemoans his hard luck. No
about
luck about it, just a lack of common ment. He said there is nothing
Maine farms which needs attention and
sense and human kindness.
Harnesses do not fit; a sore shoulder improvement more than the pasture*,
more in
results; yet the poor animal ia worked for if they go on for Ave years
way they have been going the pa«t
just the same with the harness rubbinga the
tive years they will be good exercising
The horse, if
raw sores.
un those
is beaten, grouuds for the cattle and not much
young one, refuses to pull,
found
harness broken perhaps in the scuffle, mure. Mr. Stanford's remarks
of the farmers
horse made balkv for life by the in- great favor with most
for
probably all
hiiinanity of its driver. I have wished present at the meeting,
exsometim^'s that every blow that falls of them hail bad and were having
fiosh of a balky horse periences with pastures whose value as
on the quivering
exhaustcuuld fall ou the man who made hiiu so, feeding ground was very nearly
this matter
for balky horses are made, not born, ed. Mr. Stanford said that
was one of the
and half the time epeut in trying to beat of pasture improvement
which had
it out of them spent iu the beginning in features of farm mauagement
no attention among
developing the colt's docility instead of received absolutely
who had become
his stubbornness, would have made a the farmers of Maine,
in almost every line.
good horse of him. U*e common sense very progressive
of a single
and be kind.—H. Leigh Hunt in Country He said that he did not know
hill pasture which had been or was being
Gentleman.
improved with the exception of the
work which be has just been supervising
M.
Dr. Merrill at U. ef
on two and one-half acres in Canton.
of the
It is a matter of great satisfaction and Πβ spoke approvingly, however,
able method employed on some farms of
pleasure to the Maine Farmer to be and
dividing pastures and alternating their
to congratulate the farmers of Maine
and the
so as to give them a rest
the commonwealth generally that Dr. use
after being fed
Leon S. Merrill. State Dairy Instructor, feed a chance to grow
is to remain in the state and is to con- down.—Maine Parmer.
tinue hie connection with work of ad
Butter and Butter Substitutes.
vancing the agriculture of the state, alThe great majority of people eat butthough in a different line from that in
which he has proved his worth and in ter and much prefer it to any of the subwhich be has been able to advance the stitutes which have been put upon the
agricultural industry to a moet notice- market. However, a great many people
must use a substitute on account of the
able extent.
On the first of October Dr. Merrill is high prices which prevail during certain
to become the director of the extension month* of the year.
work of the College of Agriculture of
Oleomargarine ia the moat common
the substitute for butter and millions of
the University of Maine. During
month of September he will take a much pounds of this product are consumed
needed and well earned vacation, aud each year. The difference in cost of
there is no doubt that he will take up production between oleomargarine and
his new work with an enthusiasm, and butter is so great that when butter is
certainly with a knowledge and experi- retailed at forty cents per pound, oleothe margarine may be retailed at twenty
ence, which will carry it through
Dr. Merrill is cents per pound at as great a profit to
success.
with
great
year
his new the dealer.
even now moving from Solon to
The person who chooses to purchase
home in Orono.
In hie new position Dr. Merrill will the substitute should be allowed to do
continue a work of much the same so and he should be required to pay only
tbo price of the substitute. The differgeneral character, although on different
en- ence in price between the genuine prodlines, as that in which he has been
is so great that
gaged as dairy instructor, a work of car- uct and the substitute
to sell the latter for
rying information, knowledge of Improv- dealers are tempted
the
ed methods and enthusiasm in taking ad- the former. Only by requiring that
the im- consumers may differentiate between the
vantage of opportunities for
the two articles can honest traffic in the subprovement of agriculture among
words, the stitute be insured.
people of Maine, or in otherand
This was contemplated by Congress
practice
extension of the knowledge
tax of
of scientific agriculture among the peo- when the present internal revenue
to
ten cent* per pound was levied upon
ple of Maine, especially the effort
who most "artificially
colored oleomargarine."
carry it to those of the people
need it, those who are the most unsuc- Many people think that all oleomarcessful, who most persist in following garine is taxed ten cents per pound.
which
the methods or lack of methods, of other Tbat is not a fact. Oleomargarine
is "artificially co'ored" ao that the conν ears.
Under Dr. Merrill this department of sumer cannot distinguish it from bntter
that is thus
the College of Agriculture will undoubt- is the only oleomargarine
and taxed. When it is put upon the market
edly be w'dened, its work increased
oneextended, ana become of greater im- in its natural color it is only taxed
and to the fourth of one cent per pound.
portance in the miversity
It la only when the produot is made to
It is to be noticed that Dr. Merstate
the agricul- look like butter so tjiat it may be fraudof
director
be
will
title
rill's
the
ulently sold as butter that a burdensome
tural extension department, whereas
head of that department has heretofore tax is imposed npon it. The imposition
of
of the tax is not to suppress the sale of
been a supervisor. The significance
make it more exthe new name will be readily appreciated oleomargarine or to
with
pensive to the oonsamer, but to prevent
and those who have had experience
been doing fraud in its sale.
the work that Dr. Merrill ha*
few years
Tbe National Dairy Union.
in the state during the past
of this
X. K. Slater, Sec'y.
will appreciate the possibilities
St Paul, Minn.
under his direction In the

'"miSm'Îs

and
great agricultural state
in
there are to be increasing advantage·
connection with any kind of agricultural
conwork in the state. It ia a matter of
looked at
gratulation that Dr. Merrill
a

The great amount of sod that ia being
turned over thia fall shows clearly tbat
tbe large acreage seeded last spring 1·

6oose Girl

uot

by the

I>09·

customary."

"We. you aud I, Hermann," said her
higbuess. with α smile that won
Uretchen on the spot, "will overlook

this first offense. Perhaps this young
lady had some errand and lost her

By HAROLD Mac6RATH

way."

"Yes. your highness." replied Gretcb-

Bobbfr-

en

eagerly.

"Ah! You may go. Hermann."
Hermann bowed, gathered up bis
pruning knives and scissors, which be
had let fall, and stalked down the

Merrill Company
CHAPTER VL

path.

oketcuen'b oat.

"Whom were you seeking?" her highalways up ness asked, rather startled by the nowhen the morning was rosy,
deniable beauty of this peasant.
when tbe trees were still dark
"I was seeking your serene highness.
and motionless and the beads
1 live at No. 40 the Krumerweg.
sji dew win te and frostlike, for what Is
"Krumerweg?" Her highness reachbetter than to meet tbe day as It comes
ed for tbe note and read it. and as she
over tbe mountains and silence breaks
read tears gathered In her eyes. "Folhere and there In the houses and
low me." she said. She led Gretchen
streets, in the tields and the vineyards?
to a marble bench and sat down.
Let old age. which has played its part
"What Is your name?'
and taken to the wings of the stage"Gretchen. highness."
let old age loiter In tbe morning, but
"Well. Gretchen. sit down."
Gretcben awoke as

GRETCBEN

was

not greeu years.
tbe birds awoke, with snatches and
To her nearest
Uttle trills uf song.
neighbors there was about her that
which reminded them of tbe regularity
of a good clock; when they heard her
voice they knew it was time to get up.
She wus always busy in tbe morning.
Tbe tinkle of the bell outside brought
her to the door, and her two goats
came pattering in to be relieved of
Gretcben was
their creamy burden.

fond of them. They needed no care
The moment she bad milked
at all.
them they went tinkling off to the

steep pastures.

Even in midsummer the dawn was
Gretcben blew on
chill in Dreiberg.
her tiugers. The Are began its cheerful crackle, tbe kettle boiled briskly,and
the frugal breakfast was under wa*\
There was daily one cup of coffee,
but neither Gretchen nor her grandmother claimed this luxury: It was for
the sick woman on the third floor.
What the character of the woman's

illuess was Gretcben hadn't au Idea,
but there could be no doubt that she
wus III. desperately, had the goose
girl but known it. Her face was thin
and the bones were visible under tbe

drumlike sklu; her hands were merely
claws. She mystified the girl, for she
never complained, never asked questions, talked but little, and always
smiled kindly when the pillow was
freshened.

"Good morning, frau," said Gretcben.
"Good morning, llebchen."
"I have brought you a brick this
morning, for It will be cold till the suu
is high."
"Thank you."
Gretchen pulled

tho

util.,

uf thi.

ont

the deal

table

to

nnnrivl ont- tht» cof-

fee and buttered the bread.
"1 ought not to drink coffee, but it
You
Is the only thing that warms
bave been very patient with me."
"I am glnd to help you."
Now.
"And that is why I love yon
I have some Instructions to give jou
this morning.
Presently I shall be

rae.^

leaving, and there will be something

besides crowns."

"You are thinking of leaving?"
When I go 1 aha 11 not come
"Yes
back
Under my pillow there is an envelope. You will tind it and keep It.
Gretchen. young and healthy, touched not this melancholy undercurrent.
»You will promise to take It V"

"Yes. frau."
I have an
"Thanks, little gosllug.
It will
errand for you this morning.
take you to the palace/'
"To the palace!" echoed Gretchen.

"What shall 1 dor*

"You will seek her highness and give
her this uote."
"The princess! WUl they not laugh
and turn me out?"
"If they try that, demand to see his
excelleucy Count vou Herbeck and say
that you came from No. 40 Krumer-

Weg."

"And If I cannot get In?"
"You will have no trouble. Be sure,
though, to give the uote to no one but

her highness."
Gretchen decked her beautiful head
with a little white cap. which she
wore only on Sunday» and at the

opera, and braided and beribboned her
Who was this old woman who
hair.
thought nothing of writing β
her serene highness? And who were
her nocturnal visitors? she pondered.
Being of u dlscerulug mind, she Idled
η bout the IMatz till after 9. for It had

been told to her that the great sleep
What
rather late lu the morning.
should she say to her serene highness?
What kind of courtesy should she
make? At least she would wear no
bumble, servile air. for Gretchen was
Did not Ilerr
a bit of a Socialist.
Goidberg. whom the police detested
-did he not say that all men were
And surely this sweeping
equal?
With a
statement lucluded women.
confidence born of right and inno-

toward the cast
sid.· gates of the palace. The sentry
smiled at ber.
I have a letter for her serene higbuess." she said.
"Leave It."
•
\ aiu under orders to give it to her
cence

she

_

highness herself."

gardens

"You cannot euter the

send some one

with-

-wu.
to his excellency the

r

chancellor and tell him I have
from No. 40

Krumerweg?"

"Kminerweg: The very

to

close any gate.

But.

speaking truthfully?"
Gretchen

"In

nghast.

your

exhibited

name

girl,

the

come

ought

are

note.

you
He

scratched his chin, perplexed.
"Ruu along. If they ask me Γ11Μ7
that I didn't see yoa" The sentry resumed his beat.
Gretchen stepped inside the gates,
and the réal beauty of the garden·
was revealed to her for the first timeatrange flowers she had never ■<*?
1 was all a fairyland. There
fore.
were marble urns with hanging vines
and marble statues.
A hand grasped her

rudely by

doing h®*®r
dered the head gardener. "Be off
"What are you

tn

wit

'

«Bow dare yoa touch me like that?"
she cried angrily.
„„n
Something In her glance cooled even

the warm blooded Hermann.
"But yon live In Drelberg and ought

t0"You*could

have told me without
bruising my arm," defiantly.
"Hermann Γ
Gretchen and the head S"*«ne
whirled. Through a hedge which divided the formal gardens from tne
tennis and archery grounds came a
young woman in riding habit

trouble. Hermann?"

highness?"

presence,

"Don't bother about my presence on
Sit down."
ι morning like this.
This was a command, and Gretchen
ι-beyed with alacrity. The two sat
mutely. They were strangely alike.
Their eyes nearly matched, their hair,
•ven the shape of their faces.
They
were similarly molded, too. only one
was slender and graceful after the
uianuer of fashion, while tbe other
was slender and graceful directly from
The marked difι be hands of nature.
ference lay. of course, in their hands.
The princess had never toiled with
1er fingers cxcept on the piano. Gretcb•u had plucked geese and dug vegetables with hers.
They were rough,
tint toll had not robbed them of their
natural grace.
"IIow was she?" her highness asked.
"About the same, highness."
"Have you wondered why she should
mite to me?"
"Highness, It was natural that I

should,"

was Gretcben's frank admis-

sion.
"She took me in when nol>ody knew
who I was. clothed aud fed me and
taught me music so that some day I
should not be helpless when tbe battle
Ah." Impulsively, "bad
of life began.
I my way she would be housed In the

not in the lonely Krumerweg.
But my father does not know that she
Is in Dreiberg, and we dare not tell
him, for he still believes that she had
something to do with my abduction."
Then she stopped. She was strangely
making this peasant her confidant.

palace,

What a whim!
She saw
Gretchen did not move.
that her highness was dreaming, and
she herself had dreams.
"Do you like music?"
"Highness. I am always singing."
"La. la. la!" sang the princess ca-

priciously.

"La. la, la!" sang Gretchen, smiling.
Her voice was not purer or sweeter:
It was merely stronger, having beeu
accustomed to the open air.
"Brava!" cried the princess. "Who

taught yon to sing?"
"Nobody, highness."

"What do you do?"
In tbe fall and
"I am a goose girl.
winter I work at odd times in tbe
Black Eagle."
"Tell me all about yourself."
This was easy ror uretcnen: mere
little.
.•Nolthor mother

was so

fnther
fa

nor

Oar

lives are something alike·
thoert»
vou must have ft sweetheart

ïîrT like

^GwKhen

f^t

Gretchen lifted her voice. It was
sweeter and mellower than the violin.
"Again!" the berr dlrektor cried.
Without apparent effort Gretcben
passed from one note to another, now

written law."
"Heaven did not write it,

high, now low, or strong or soft; a
trill, a ran. The violinist of bis own
iccord began the Jewel song from
"Faust." Gretcben did not know the
words, but she carried the melody
without mlsbap. And then "I Dreamt

pi&d.

CHAPTER VII.
akkaius or state.

THE

grand duke stamped back
and forth with a rumble aa of
distant thunder.
They would

Well, they

play with him, eh?

had loosed the lion this time. He had
sent his valet to summon ber highness
and Herbeck.
"And tell them to put everything
else aside."
He kneaded the note in bis hand
powerfully. It was anonymous, but it
spoke clearly, like truth. The sender

remained undlscoverable.
Had he not opposed It for months?
And now, having surrendered against
his better Judgment, this gratuitous affront was offered him. It was damnaHe smote the offending note.
ble.
War! Nothing lees. He was prepared
for it. Twenty thousand troops were
now In the valley, and there were

20,000

reserves.

Herbeck came calmly in.
"Why the devil couldn't you bave
left well enough aloneV Read this!"
The duke Hung the note down on his

desk.
Herbeck picked It up and worked out
the creases.
The query tingled with
"Well?"
rage.
The answer on the chancellor's lips
was not uttered.
Hildegarde came in.
He embraced her and kissed her brow.
"Read," said the duke to her.
She slipped from her father's arms
and looked with pity at the chancellor
"What do you think of this. Hllde-

garde?"

"Why, father. 1 think It is the very
best thing in the world," dryly.
The duke
"An Insult like this?"
grew rigid. "You accept It calmly in

this fashion?"
"Shall I weep and tear my hair
No,
over α boy I have never seen?
I was about to make
thauk you.
known to yon this very evening that 1
I shall
had reconsidered the offer.
never marry his majesty."
Herbeck explained the situation.
"Your highness, the regent Is really
not to blame, for his majesty had given him free rein in the matter, and
his royal highness, working as I have
been for the best interests of the two
countries, never dreamed that the king
would rebel. The king has been generous enough to leave the publicity in

kînir.

DXr

highness dlû not take offense.

5ϊ3λ?=::?=
h
"You love some one else,
Her highness did not blush.
must aot ask gestions Ilk.

^You

XF5TÏ*
Ibis

was

uo

Gretcben. but
wore

pleased

a

her

understandable f
princess
^ hlghneee.

y

^

tbe trin-

""a
en's hand.
•Onen it.

she said.

ll ia

»

0retcl"
picture
ν

srSrjmr^
s=«SriSSî
--res

After awhile «be closed tbe lock-

not

picking

eafer thread.

"-f"Λ« ίΠη opera

»» «·

ticket tor

Bow can. reward
ixm*
bringing this message.'

jou

or

«•ar^rïf^order

on

the^grund

'"ροΓ.ω

man

husbandV"

duke's bead vintner

wbo Is to become jour

:ru^e.«=wu^
^

come "Lb me.

'

:ar».«r,,b'-"

SSS-JHi
EHSSs
gentlemen of tbe court, tbe grand duke

^haTwo^bTjou
Olrektor."
uerr
Herr

a

pointing

Prima donna.

to (Jwtcben.

Ugb-

Jw' 'are rebearalng Tbe Bob^

mTnairU'-beH^L

υ
The chorus and singera ontbeUftle
stage exchanged
wld her
«1 want your first violin, ■»

highness.

r^tb

.tood up to th. orchestral

^'"Now. your highness," said the herr
lirektor.
••Try her voice.
And the herr dlrektor saw that she
He bade the ν
was not smiling.

single 1^1
Qretchen,;
afraid.
don't b·co^nded
hlghneee, •'and

t0 draw his bow over a
"Imitate it
ber

note.

"That is very generous of him!'· said
the duke sarcastically. "Send for Ducwitz."
"Ducwitz, your highness?" cried the
chancellor, chilled.

"Immediately!"
"Your highness, if you call Ducwitr

I shall surrender my portfolio." The
chancellor was firm.
"Do so. There are others to take up
your work."
Hlldegarde flew to the duke's sldo
and enatcbed at his sleeve.

"Father, you

are

mad!"

"At least I am master In Ehrensteln.
Herbeck. you will have the kindness
to summon General Ducwitz."
"Your highness." replied Herbeck. "I
have worked long and faithfully in
your service. I can not recollect that
I ever asked one personal favor. But
I do so now. Do not send for Ducwitz
tonight See him in the morning. This
is no time for haste. You will throw
the army into Jugendheit, and there
will follow a bloody war."
"I will have my revenge!" stubborn-

ly·

Ehrensteln, I will never forgive you—
never, never! You are wrong, wrong,
and I, your daughter, tell you so
frankly. Leave it to me. There will
be neither war nor humiliation."
"My dear child," he said, "I have
Buffered too much at the hands of Jugendheit. It was
my daughter the
first time; It Is
my

now,"

honor

proudly.

"Will it balance
and devastation f the girl
asked quietly. "Is
it not pride rather
war

than honor? The
prince regent
made a

pardona-

ble blunder.
not

you,

my

ther. make

Do
fa-

an un-

pardonable one?"

"A Portia to the

judgment!" said

the chancellor, his
eye kindling. "Let
'will it balance it au rest upon
WABAirDM^AOTAshoulders. I
alone am to

blame. It was I who first suggested
the alliance."
Notwithstanding that be was generally hasty, tbe duke was a Just man.
He offered his hand, with half a smile.
"You are bidding me farewell, your
highness?" said Herbeck.
"No, count. I would not let you go

for half my duchy. Even a duke may
be a fool sometimes."
Herbeck laid his cold band upon the
rluko's. Then be went over to her

highness and kissed her hand gratefully. for it was truly at her feet the
•vreaf'i of victory lay.
"Highness," he paid softly,
shall marry when you will."·

"you

weakly.

CHAPTER Vin.

duke.
kinke
heavshall

THE

flames before the gaxe of the
amazed Hermann. "You said
be was aead!" be gasped to Grumbaeh.
"So I am to the world, to you and to
ail who knew me," quietly.
"Why have you returned? The duke
will bang you."
"Perhaps I nm a fool, perhaps 1 am
willing to pay the penalty of my crime.
At least that was uppermost. I have
learned that her highness has been
found, and the rope Is not made that

will flt my ueck. Will you denounce
me, brother?"
"ir
"Why not? Five thousand crowns
still hang over tne."
"Blood money for me? No, Hans!"
"Besides, 1 bave made a will. At

..

hand

my death you will be rich."
"Rich?"
"Yes, Hermann. I am worth 200,000
crowns."

tightly.

Hermann breathed with effort.
"But riches are not everything."
"Sometimes they are little enough,"
Hans agreed.
"Oh, why did you do it?"
"Have I uot told you, nermann?
There Is nothing more to be added."

"Come to me, Gretchen. said
princess. "What Is It?"
found
"She is dead, highness, and I f
this letter under her pillow."
Herbeck took the envelope.
"Dead?" Hlldegarde's eyes filled.
"Who Is dead?" demanded the duke.
"Emma Schultz, father. Oh, 1 know
you will forgive me for this deception
She has been In Drelberg for a month

Then, with rising passion: "Nothing

more now that my heart Is blistered
and scarred with regret and remorse.
God knows that 1 have repented and
repoDted. I went to war because 1
wanted to be killed. They shot me
here and here and here, and this saber
cut would have split the skull of any
other man. But it was willed that I
should come back here."
"My poor brother! You must fly.

and I have often stoleu out to
her." She let her tears fall unre-

dving.

see

strained.

The duke stared at the rug. Present-

ly he said: "Let her be burled in consecrated ground. Wrongorrlght
chapter is closed, my child. What
In the letter. Herbeck?"

thaj:

Herbeck was a strong mail. He was
far removed from tears but
there was a mist over the usual clarity
of his vision. He ripped down h<
It was only a simple note to bei
flap
serene highness begging her to g'™
the inclosed banknotes to one (.retell
The
en who lived in the Krumcrweg.
represented a thousand crowns.
"Take them, little goose girl, saw
"Your ship has come in.
the duke.

always

no'tes

This will be your dowry."
An icy shiver ran up and down
Gretchen's spine, a shiver of wonder,
delight, terror. Λ thousand crowns. Λ
fortune!
"And I shall add to it another thou
sand." said IIDdegarde. "Give them

to me. father."
In all this fortune amounted to lit
tie more than $400. but to Gretchen
frugal and thrifty, to whom a sing e
crown was a large sum. to her It repShe was now the
resented wealth.
richest girl in the lower town. Dreams
of kaleidoscopic variety flew through
ber head. Tears sprang into her ejes.
She had the power to do no more than

The

THE SOCIALISTS.

celling spun and the gaslight
separated itself Into a hundred

erand duchy.
"The little goose girl!" the duke said
half audibly.
"Yes
highness." Gretchen s face
was serious, and her eyes were mournful. She carried an envelope In her

|

The chancellor Is suspicious."
"I know that. But since you, my
brother, failed to Identify me certainly
his excellency will uot. And you will
not betray me when I tell you that I
have returned principally to flud out
wheucc came those thousand crowns."

"Ah! Find that out, Hans; yes. yes!"
Hermann began to look more like himself. "But what was your part?"
"Mine? I was to tell where her
highness and her nurse were to be at
a certain hour of the day, nothing
more. My running away was the expression of my guilt; otherwise they
would never have connected me with
the abduction."
Hans rose.
"Hans, have you no other greeting?"
Hermann asked, spreading out his
arms.

The wanderer's face beamed, and
the brothers embraced.
"You forgive me, then. Hermann?"
"Must I not. little Hans? You are
all that Is left me of the blood. True,
I swore that If ever I saw you again
I should curse you."
"And what has become of the prin-

duke was the first to relieve the
awkwardness of the moment
"Count, has it not occurred to yo
that we stand In the presence of two
rerv beautiful young women?

cipal cause—Tekla?"

Then he compared her with the
And
nriucess. The duke was right.
the thing which struck him with most
was that, while each
α beauty individual to herseW. lt was
not opposite, but strangely «llke·
When the duke was alone he slow 1>

A rap on the door startled them.
CarHans slowly opened the door.
michael stood outside.
Hans shook Car"Ah, captain!"
mlchnei by the hand and drew him in-

lierbeck

scrutinized Gretchen with

care.

iorcl

posted

on to his secretary and opened
drawer. He laid a small bundle on
the desk and untied the string. One
by one he ranged the artleles-two lll·
tie yellow shoes, a little cloak trimmed
with ermine. There had been a l<*ket

passed

a

waa now worn

by ber high-

Hermann Breunner lived in the granite lodge just within the eastern gates
of the royal gardens. He was a wld
ower and shared the ample lodge with

there was no luughter in bis withered
heart. lie adjusted his heavy spectacles and held the note slantingly toward the candle. A note or a letter was
a singular event in Hermann's life.
This note, left by the porter of the

Grand hotel, moved him with surprise.
It requested that be present himself

at 8 o'clock at the office of the hotel
and ask to bo directed to the room of
Hans Grumbach, whoever he might be.
Certain»}· this
He decided to go.
run η (.rumlmch did not urge him withThe conout some definite purpose.
cierge nt the hotel, who knew Hermann, conducted him to room 10 ou
the entresole. Hermann knocked. A
voice bade him enter.
"You vftslied to see me?"
"Yes," offering α cbair.
"You are Hermann Brounuer," bea
gan Grumbach, "and you once hud
brother named Hans."
Hermann grew rigid In his chair. "I

the af"Father, listen to me. I
fronted person. I—I alone—have the*
lave no brother."
right to say what shall be done In the
"You did have."
matter. And I say to you if you do
Hermann's head dropped. "My God,
these cruel things, dismiss his excelI did bave a brother, but he was
j-es,
to
death
and
war
Icncy and bring
am

"It Is I. brother."
"My God!" nermann sank town

marry when you will."
The knock of the valet was again
he&rd
"Your highness, there Is a young
woman outside, a peasant who desires
to speak to her serene highness.
"What! She enters the palace without any more trouble than this
"By my orders, father," eald Hlldegarde, who gathered that this privileged visitor must be Gretchen of tin*
Krumcrweg. "Admit her."
Gretchen was ushered in. Her throat
was a little full as she recognized the
three most important persons in the

ly

great singer."
But Gretchen never became a prima
donna. There was something different
on the knees of the gods.

you?"

she re-

So. my daughter," eald the
•'Man la at the bottom of all the
this short life, not
and twists
en.
But Herbeck Is right. You

I Dwelt In Marble Halls." This song
she knew word for word, and, ah, she
sang it with strange and haunting tenderness. One by one the musicians
dropped their instruments to their
Imees. All realized that a great voice
was being tried before them. The herr
ilrektor struck his music stand sharp-

"Your highness bas played a fine jest
rhis day. Where does madame your
ruest sing—In Berlin or Vienna?"
"In neither," answered her highness.
"She lives In Drelberg, and till this
morning 1 never saw her before."
The berr dlrektor stared blankly
from ber highness to Gretchen and
back to her highness again. Then be
grasped It. Here was one of those
moments wten the gods make gifts to
mortals.
"You bar* a great voice, frauleln. I
shall teacb you. I shall muke you a

"Is il you. Ilans, uud I did not know

"And where Γ
"1 would that I could make It eo.
But there is a penalty for being placed
ko high.
We cannot change this un•

"*"■
but that
, am. ο be married soon Bel». vlMour hands—that Is to say, he agrees to ness.
τ would not trade him for your
cr
accept the humiliation of being rejecthighness." with a aploe o( bold ed
by her serene highness."

proceeded

or

not to lessen the area under tbe plow.
This is a good indication surely, and we
It is known can hardly see too mnoh of it provided of
the matter in that light, for
a very course, the land is properly cultivated
also that he had been considering work
when it la once turned over for oronplng
tempting offer to take up a similar
state when he and that there Is no more turned over
"What is the
in another New Kogland
In than can be properly and thoroughly
decided to aocept the appointment
•he inquired.
Farm and Horn·.

Fermer. handled.—Turf,
the University of Maine.-Malne

"Your highness. this young woman
hero had the Impudence to walk lato
tbe gardens."
"Has Bbe stolen any flowers?"
"Why. no. yoor highness, bat it Is

me
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scoundrol."
'Terhaps he was α scoundrel He la
-dead!" softly.
"God's will be done!" But Hermann's faco turned lighter.
"As a boy he loved you."
"And did I not love him?" said Herι

fiercely. "Did I not worship that
who was more like a son to me
than a brother?"
"I knew your brother. I knew him
well, ne was not a scoundrel, only
weak. He went to America and became successful in business. He fought
with the north in the war. He was
He did his fighting
not a coward.
bravely and honorably. He died facing
mann

koy.

the enemy, and bis last words were of
rou. He begged your forgiveness. He
Implored that you forget that black
moment. He wûs youug, be said, and
they offered him a thousand crowns.
In a moment of despair he fell."
"Despair! Did he confess?"
"Yes."
"Did he tell you to whom be sold bis
honor?"
'That he never knew. A gypsy from
the bills came to him, so he said."

"From Jugendbeit?"
"1 say thai be knew nothing. He believed that the gypsy wanted her highness to hold for ransom. Hans spoke
of a girl called Tekla."
"Tekla? Ah, yes; Hane was in love

with that doll face."
"Hans followed the band of gypsies
Into the mountains. The real horror of
his act did not come home to him till
then. Ah, the remorse! Bnt It was too
late. They dressed the little one In
rags. But when I ran away^from them
1 took her little ehoee and cloak and

"Bah! Sib is fat and homely and the
mother of seven squalling children."
"What a world! To think that Tekla should be at the bottom of all this

my last night here, Hen
she said.

"Tills Is

Carmlchael,"
"Somebody

bas left you a fortuno?"

There was a Jest In Carmlcbael's eyes.
"Yes," replied Gretcbeu, her lips unimlllng. "The poor lady who lived on
the top floor of my grandmother's

bouse was rich.

sand crowns."

"And what will you do with all that

money?" asked Hans.
"I am going to study music."
"1 thought you were going to be
married soon," said CarmlchaeL
"Surely. But that will not hinder.
I shall have enough for two."
The vintner scowled over the top of
bis
Carmlchael
paper.
eyed him
mischievously. Gretchen picked up

her coppers and went away.
"A beautiful girl," said Hans abstractedly. -She might be Hebe with
no trouble at all."

At that day there was only one newspaj>er In Dreiberg. The vintner presently smoothed down the journal,
opened his knife and cut out a paragraph. Carmlchael followed his movements slyly.
The vintner crushed the
remains of the sheet into a ball and
dropped It to the floor. Then he finished his beer, rose and proceeded down
the stairs leading to the rathskeller
below.
Carmlchael called a waitress
and asked her to briny a < opy of that
day's paper. Meantime he recovered
the vintner's paper, and when he finally put the two together It was a simple
matter to replace the missing cutting.
Grumbach showed a mild Interest over
the procedure.

"Why

do y041 do that, captain?"
"A little idea I have.
It may not
amount to anything." But the American was puzzled over the cutting.
There were two sides to it. Which had
interested the vintner? "Do you care
for another beer?"
"No; I am tired and sleepy, captain."
"All right. We'll go back to the hotel."

A little time later Herr Goldberg
harangued his fellow Socialists bitterly. Gretchen's business In this society
was to serve.
They had selected her
because they knew that she Inclined
toward the propaganda.
The rathskeller had several windows and doors.

These led to the blergarten, to the
wine cellar and to an alley which bad
The police
no opening on the street.

yet never arrested anybody,
but several times the police had dispersed Herr Goldberg and his disciples on account of the noise. The
window which led to the blind alley
was six feet from the floor, twice as
broad as It was high and unbarred.
Under this window sat the vintner.
has as

Πβ was η probationer, a novitiate.
This was his second attendance.
"Brothers, shall this thing take
place?" cried Herr Goldberg. "Shall
the dauKhter of Ehrensteln become
Jugendhelt's vassal? Oh. how we have
fallen! Where is
the grand duke's
pride we have
so
much
heard
about?
Are we,
then, afraid of Ju-

gendhelt?"

"No!" roared his
auditors.
"1 have a plan,
brothers. It will

tangle!"

the room.
Hermann passed into the hall and
softly closed the door after him. It
was better that the American should
aot see the emotion which still Illumined his face.
"What's the good word, captain?" Into

quired

Hans.

Carmichael put In a counter query.
'What was your brother doing here?"
"I have told him who I am."
"Was it wise?"
"Hermann sleeps soundly. He will
talk neither In his sleep nor In his waking hours. He has forgiven me."
"For what?" thoughtlessly.
"The time for explanations has not

pet come, captain."
"Pardon me, Grumbach. But I came
:o bring you the Invitation to the mili-

ary ball."
The broad white envelope emblazonfd with the royal arms fascinated
[Ians, not by Its resplendency, but by
lie possibilities which it afforded.
It was very good of
"Thank you.
rou."
"It was η pleasure, comrade. What
lo you say to an hour or two at the
Black Eagle? We'll drown our sor-

rows

together."

The Black Eagle was lively, as usual,
tnd there were some familiar faces.
Phe vintner was there, and so was
Tretohen. Canuirhael hailed her.
"Her serene highness will not marry
ihe king of Jugendhelt"
"Oh. Indeed!" said Goldberg, bowing
"Since when did bei
with ridicule.
it*rene highness make you her con
liant?"

"Her eereue highness told me so her-

delf."

A roar of laughter went up, for th<
majority of them thought that Gretch
i>n was Indulging in a little pleasantry
"Ilo-ho! So you are on speaking
tarins with lier highness?" Herr Gold
berg laughed.
"Is there nuythlng strange In thl>
fact?" she asked.
"Strange!" echoed Ilerr Goldberg.
"Since when did goose girls become In
timate with her serene highness."
"Does not your socialism teach thai

all equal?"
The vintner thumped with Ills stein
in approval, and others Imitated him
Goldberg was no ordinary fool. He
we ore

sidestepped defeat by
of frankness.

an

assumption

Tell us under
"Tell us about It.
what circumstances you met her hlghaess.
Every one knows that this mar-

riage Is to take place."
Gretchen nodded. "Nevertheless, her
highness has changed her mind." And
she recounted picturesquely her adven
ture In the royal gardens, and all hung

her words in a kind of maze.
"Hurrah!" shouted the vintner. "Long
Down with Ju
live her highness!
on

gendhelt!"
There

was α fine chorus.
A police officer and three assistants
tame down the stairs quietly.
"Let no one leave this room!" the of-

ficer said sternly.
The dramatic pause was succeeded
by a babel of confusion.

"Ho, there! Stop him, you!"

It was the vintner who caused this
cry, and the agility with which he
scrambled through the window Into

the blind alley

was an

Inspiration.

"After him!" yelled the officer.
Bat they searched In vain.
'Oat Into the etrect, every mother's
eon of yoa!" cried the officer. "This Is
four last warning. Goldberg. The

locket."
Hermann was on his feet Grumbach's eyes were as bright and glow- next time yoa go to prison."
It was
Gretchen alone remained.
ing as coals.
Hermann tejned forwgiO.
her duty to carry the steins od to the

She left me a thou-

show the duke to
what desperation
he has driven us
at last. We will
"a r ε
WE.
THES, mob the Ju^em!oi·' JCUEjiD- heit
embassy on
A*'KAtp
IIE,T·'
the day of the
wedding. We will tear It apart, brick
stone by stone."
"Hurrah!" cried the noisy ones.
The noise subsided. (Jretchen spoke,

by brick,
bar.

The officer, rather thorough for
his kind, studied the floor under the
window.
Ho found a cutting from a

newspaper. This interested him.
"Do you know who this fellow was?"
with a Jerk of his head toward the
window.
"He Is Leopold Dietrich, a vintner,
and we nre soon to be married."
"What made him run?"
"He Is new to Dreiberg. Perhaps he
thought you were going to arrest every one."
"Ask him If he Is not a spy from JuKcudbelt," the officer said roughly.
The steins clicked crisply In Gretchen's arms. Oue of them fell and broke
at ber feet.

[το

bk

cowtivuto.]

Doublina Her Capacity.
"I want a nurse girl who Is capable
of taking cure of twins," «aid α woman
to the manager of un employment
agency.
A dozen tuaids ranged against the
wall were questioned us to their fumlllarity with twins. Finally one girl
produced documentary evidence that
for the last live years most of her
wuklng moments had been spent in

She got the
the compuuy of twins.
When she reported for work in
the afternoon she was Introduced to
but one Infant.
"Where is the other one?" she asked.
"Oh, there are no twins about this
"I just
house," said her mistress.
said twins so I would be eure to get a
nurse.
Any girl who is

Job.

competent
capable of handling two children can
give extra good CHre to one. That Is
a little ruse I always employ when I
hire a nurse."—New York Times.

Bismarck and His Dog.
Sultan, Prince Biemarck'e favorite
boarhound, attacked a passing railroad train and was cut to pieces. Bismarck's grief over the dog's agonies
wus

such that bis son Herlwrt tried to

lead him away, but the prince would
not go. "No, I cannot leave him like
this."
Then, when the dog's sufferings were over, Bismarck wiped his
"Our Teuton
eyes and murmured:
forefathers showed benevolence in
their religion.
They believed they
would find In the hunting grounds of
their purnd!*e all the dogs that had
been their fnltbful comrades here below. I wish I could believe that"
Marriag· Music.
During my school days I met the
Inte Professor Trout, who was as full
of fun as he was of musical lore. It is
said that at a wedding at which the
late Dublin

professor

was

presiding

at

the organ he played the happy couple
In with "Wretched Lovers" and out
with "Father, Forgive Them, For They
From
Know Not What They Do!*'
"Fifty Years' Reminiscences of a Free
Church Musician," by E. Minshall.
—

Imitation.
"Imitation may be de alncerest flattery," said Uncle Eben, "but dat does
not make counterfeit money any mo*
acceptable."—Washington Star.
Words are Ilko leaves, and where
of sense
they most abound much fruit
tMMfttb i« nnJj found.—Pop·,
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Parle Hill.
Kiwi Baptist Church, Be*. Q. W. F. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
Sunday School at 12- Sabbath evening service
at 7:30.
Prayer Meeting Thundav evening at
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 p. M. All
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
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ma>lt- with local, transient and yearly advertle—

Mr. and Mrs. Le» W. Farrar, who bavo
been with hi» parent*, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank A. Farrar, for the summer, started Tuesday on their return to Dallas,
Texas, where Mr. Farrar is teaching.
J. Murray Quinby of Boston was a
guest at Elmhurst over Sunday.
the
Chas. L. Case has parchased
Edwin B. Stearns farm north of this village from the present occupant, A. F.
DeCoster.
R. W. Francis of South Orange, N. J.,
demonstrator for the Packard Motor Car
Company, was at Paris Hill last week.
Judge Win. P. Potter and family and
the Misses Burchfield and Hamilton return to their homes in Pennsylvania this
week.
H. K. Knickerbocker, who has spent
most of the summer here, returned to
Boston Monday.
Prof. Edwin A. Daniels of New York
was
in town a «hurt time last week.
Prof. Daniels and family have been at
Harpswell and Canton during the sum-

frt.

Job Prijctixo —Sew type, fast presse», electric
power, experienced workmen an<l low price·
combine to make this department of our business complete ami popular.
SIKMLK COPIES.

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
each. They wll! be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jln*:·; copie» of each Issue have been place1! on
sale at the following places In the County
Shurtleff'· Drug StoreSouth Paris,
ν irway,
Noyee' Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Β ickflekl.
Alfre.t Cole. Postmaster.
'· -rts
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office
Hill,
w »c Parts.
Samuel T. White.

Coming Events.
Sept. 13,14,15 —Oxford County fair.
21, 22.— Androscoggin Valley fair, Can·
Sept.
too

Sept. 21.22.—Oxford

Baptist Association, He-

bron.
t»ct. 4,5,6.—West Oxford fair,
Oct. 5. « -oxford North fair. Andover.
Nov. 8,9, 10.— \nnual meeting of Maine State
Pomologlcal Society, Auburn.

Fryeburg.

NSW

mer.

goes to the county fair this
week. There are more entries than ever
before and everything indicates a "biggest ever;" but leave your big money
and your best watch at home for the
efforts of officers can't prevent the attendance of pickpockets in so large a

Everybody

ADVERTISEMENTS.

New Fall Goods.
Go to Foster's for It.
Brush Runabouts.
Cnas II. Howard Co.
Relieving Muscle Strain.
World'· Famous Dyspepsia Prescription.
Eastern Steamship Company.
Farm For Sale.
For Sale.

orowd.
Through

The Vermont Election.
Nothing like being satisfied with what
This is exemplified in the reyon get.
sult of the Vermont election of last
Tuesday, which is accepted with professed satisfaction by all parties.
The state elected a Republican gov-|
The only quesornor, as was expected.
tion was the size of the plurality. With
which naturally opera very rainy day,
ates to reduce the majority vote, the
Republican plurality was 17.9S3. This
1· compared bv the Democrats with the
given in 1ίΗ)ί>, aod
plurality of
they exult.
On the other hand, the Republicans
compare the plurality with the 15,420 in
1906, the last non-presidential year, and I
find cause for satisfaction in the larger
plurality this year.
In fact, the result indicates that Vermont stands fast, and that there is no
sign of that great drift to the Democratic
party which we are so much told is
characterizing the year 1910. There is
no indication in the Vermont vote of
anything much out of the usual course.
Some also figure from Vermont what
the Maine election is going to be. by a
comparison of years. That is futile.
There will be plenty of time to figure
and philosophize on the Maine election
alter the votes are counted.

|

Dedication of Mountain Orange Hall.
Nokth Bee κ field, Sept. δ.
Saturday, Sept. 3d, was illustrative of
the Haying, "All roads lead to Rome,"
when at an early hour in the forenoon
people fr<»m all directions were seen
wending their way to Mountain Orange
Hall, as it had been the day set for its
dedication.
The interior was decorated with cut
flowers, and with the gaily dressed
throng it presented a pleasing and happy
appearance, which those who were there
will not soon forget.
In the absence of the worthy master,
Past Master Fred E. Ileald occupied the
chair and conducted the exercises in his
usual business like and impressive man-

ner.

State Master C. S. Stetson was present
master of ceremonies, and with his
help the dedication exercises proved very
impressive, instructive and entertaining
Credit is certainly due to the members
as

λ9 Uruintain llritnc*»

for

th*»ir

iinifHii t»f-

forts toward the welfare and financial
success of the grange.
thirtyAt the dedicatory exercises
eight visiting member* were present
from the following granges: Paris, Buckfield, Union, West Paris and Swift!
River. One hundred members of Mountain Grange were in attendance.
After the exercises a recess was declared until afternoou and a most bouu-1
tiful dinner was served to nearly two
hundred people.
In the afternoon the followiug pro-1
gram was carried out :

|

Music Uv Orchestra.
Ethel Buck.
Vocal solo,
State Master C. S. Stetson.
AiMres»,
Orchestra.
John Irt«h
Reading.
Melile Austin.
Κ· a'ltn*.
OrchestraMr*. Jam '8 Milieu.
Kca>lliu,
Mliilred Shaw.
Vocal Solo,
Orchestra.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
β.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The address in the afternoon by State
Master Stetson was very interesting. He
gave the members of Mountain Grange
some excellent advice, and outlined in
tome detail the work the State Grange
is now trying to accomplish.
The orchestra was better than usual,
if possible, and the vocal solos and readings were of unusual merit, and nearly
every number received an encore. Every
one seemed to have a good time and
went home feeling thev bad spent a
pleasant and profitable day.
here and There.
thing that is really funny, in the
light of common sense, though it has
another aspect, because it shows to what
straits political necessity will carry people, is the attempt of one or two Democratic papers to make political capital
out of the recently-discovered shortage
in the York County Savings Bank. The
excuse for such an attempt is that Bauk
Commissioner Skelton is a Republican,
and the insinuation is made that he is
responsible for the shortage. Now as
every one who knows anything about
savings bank affairs in Maine is aware, a
few months since Mr. Skelton suggested
to the savings banks of the state that it
would be well at intervals to call in all
the depositors' books for comparison
with the books at the bank—a thing
which is not required by law, and had
never been done in many of the banks.
In accordance with the suggestion, the
trustees of the York fouoty Bank made
preparations for calling in the books.
Th β outcome was the discovery of the
shortage, which had existed without being suspected for more than a generation, and was increasing regularly by
How
tbe compounding of dividends.
long it would have gone on increasing,
but for Mr. Skelton's wise suggestion, is
merely a matter for conjecture. Trying
to make political capital out of the aff tir
is worse than foolish, bat it is also
A

an error the annual meeting
of the Universalis parish was oallud for
Tuesday evening of this week. The correct date is the third Tuesday of the
m Otli, which is the 20th, and the meeting will not be he'd until that date.

Greenwood.
for those who went to the
liather
Pond Saturday afternoon on buxioess or
pleasure, and others who went blackberrving got a sprinkling. Sunday was
an ideal day for Mrs. Day's funeral occasion, and the church was well filled with
relatives and ciMzen·.
Monday was
quite similar, favorable for all or any
while
kind of exercise,
Tuesday it rained again, thus rendering the day very
unfavorable for the funeral of Mr. and
Mrs. Pearl Whitman's little child. Several other relatives would have attended
had the day beea favorable. Both of
th»se funerals occurred in Woodstock,
hence the details will be given from another source.
Recent company and callers wore Wesley Ring, wife and baby; Frank Bennett;
Floyd Morgan, wife, baby and brother
Henry; Frank Brooks, wife, and little
Blsbee, Herbert
girl, Blanche;
wet

K'tl^.

anri λίγη.

_John
rroi.

η. a.

oiimn,

amu

Mrs. Wilber Yates ami her sister, Mrs.
Fred Cole.
Mention was made last week of two
town boarders being taken to Augusta
last week, but tboy were not very kindly
received after getting there, the officers
saying they were already full; and had
there been the least informality or loophole in the papers shown, the selectmen
would have been obliged to bring them
back; bur they happened to know their
business and consequently the officers
were obliged to receive them.
Again the coons, hedgehogs and
skuuks are helping themselves to the
yellow and sweet corn; frequently one
comes to grief, hut not so as to put a
stop to their ravages.
That hill of hops has been picked,
dried, the hop pillow renewed, and again
our olfactory nerves have been regaled
with its perfume. And yet, strange as
it may seem, there are those who do not
like the odor of hops.
Several post cards were sent us on
being informed of our 80tb birthday,
two from a clergyman, formerly well
known and highly esteemed in this section of the state. One of the cards is
entitled, Caribou, Me., A Field of Oats;
and the other, Aroostook Potato Field.
Hot h cards are fi:ie specimens of art aud
made in Germany. One of the cards
contains a note so rich in sentim^n' that
we cannot refrain from copyiug it in full:
Cahihou. Με Sept. 1st, 1910
Doar Bro. Dunham: 1 congratulate
your having reached the goodly age of
fourscore with faculties unimpaired, and
iu the enjoyment of good health. May
the Lord still lengthen out your span of
life.
Cordially yours,
T. J. RaUSDELL.
Thanks in general to all who so kindly
sent us the birthday cards, and to Brother Ramsdell in particular.
Hebron.

Rachel Ellen Andrews, wife of Samuel
W. Dunham, dfed at her home in Went
Pari· Tuesday, Sept. 6th, of heart failure, after a sickness of six months.
She was born at South Woodstock, Me.,
Dec. 18, 1829, and was the daughter of
Rev. Ziba and Thankful Washburn Andrews. March 1, 1849, she married Samuel W. Dunham, and there were born
unto them ten children. She is survived
by her husband and five children, Hiof West Paris, George L. of
ram W.
Brattleboro, Vt., Horatio R. of Waterville, Me., Lyndon L. of Bellows Falls,
Vt., and Fannie F., wife of Harry E.
Hamilton of Greenfield, Mass. Sbe Ja
also survived by one brother, Rev. Jonn
C. Andrews, of Salt Lake City, Utah,
and three sisters, Anna F. Estes of West
Paris, Charlotte D. Benson and Dr. Mary
E. Carleton of Los Angeles, Cal. Mrs.
Duuhara was a loving and devoted wife
and mother. Bright and keen in her
intellect, of strong will power and vigorous health she gave herself unreservedly
to the rearing of her children and was
amply rewarded by seeing her sons educated men of large business affairs, and
her daughter happily married and well
located, and more especially by their unfailing thoughtfulness and loving interest and attentions. No greater tribute can be paid to Mrs. Dunham and her
home life than repeating her remarks to
a neighbor a few days previous to her
last illness, "Mr. Dunham and I have always been very happy with our children,
and now in our declining years it seems
that they can not do enough for us."
The fiftieth and sixtieth anniversaries of
Mr. and Mrs. Dunham's wedding were

both suitably

observed

by pleasant

gathering* of relatives and friends and
pleasing gifts. Mrs. Dunham made
every arrangement for her funeral service which was held at her late residence
Thursday afternoon, Rev. I. S. Macduff
officiating, the pall bearers being her
four sons. The interment was in the
family lot at North Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Shedd of Portland
were in town Tuesday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Shodd's aunt, Mrs. Olivea
Newton, at Will Childs' at North Paris.
Kev. I. S. Macduff officiated. The interment was at Canton.
Rev. Seth Benson went to Woodstock
Tuesday to officiate at the funeral service
of Winona, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Perley Whitman of Woodstock. Little
Winona was a bright and promising
child. Her death resulted from pneumonia.
Mrs. Ruth Young of Locke's Mills has
been visiting friends in town.
A. K. Dimock of Boston is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Dunham.
Mrs. Geo. F. Cumminge and son, Lester, who have been guests at D. H. Fifield's, went to Auburn Tuesday for a
few days1 visit with Mrs. Cummings'
brother, Judson Fifield. D. H. Fifield
accompanied them and spent the day.
Mrs. Fannie Young and Mrs. Mary
Borrows of Bethel are guests of Mrs.
Sara Curtis.
Mrs. Emma Pierce of Bath Is a guest
at Dr. Wheeler's.
Miss Laura Barden went to Hebron
Monday where sbe will enter Hebron
Academy.

Edwin J. Mann
in Boston.
Mrs. C. H. Lane,

days

Saturday.

is

Jr.,

spending
was

a

few

in Auburn

Mr. and Mrs. (Îeo L. Dunham of Brat-

tieboro, Vt., L L Dunham of Bellows
Fa'ls, Mrs. Harry E. Hamilton of Greenfield, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Dunham

Waterville and Clifton Dunham of
Dixfii'ld were in town Thursday to attend the funeral of Mrs. S. W. Dunham.
Rev. I. S. Macduff, who has been the
guest of Miss Pierce, was called to her
homo in Clareinont, Ν. H., Thursday by
illness in her family.
Miss Etbel Howe left Saturday for
Oakland, where sbe has a position as
teacher in one of the public schools.
Miss Lida West of Mechanic Falls was
the guest of Miss Ethel Howe a few days
last week.
Mrs F S. Fdrrnim has returned from
Boston, where she has been to purchase
of

new

millinfiy.

Miss Nellie Marshall, matron of the
Belfast hospital, is spending her vacation at home.
Mrs. Emma W. Mann is visited by ner
friend, Mies Woodsum of Mechanic Falls.
Pleaso leave your local items at the
telephone exchange as early in the week
as possible and greatly oblige.
STBABXS IIILL.

Mrs. Ε FI. Stearns and daughter Mary
visiting rela'ives in Boston.
Mr. Sidney P. Jackson and wife of
Detroit, Mich., spent last weok with his
cousin, Mrs. R. II. Gates.
Mr. J. J. Gates of Halifax, N. S., visitare

eit Dis cousin, κ. n.

Sunday.

lia'es, aamruay

ana

Mrs. H. L. Stearns is staying a few
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. J. 0.
Bryant, in BuckHeld.

Locke's Mille.

Bartlett of Haverhill,
M.
Maes., was the guest of Mrs. Chas. Bartletf last week.
A party of nine from New York are
stopping at Mt. Abram Hotel. They
came by auto.
Mrs. George Ridlon and Miss Bertha
of West Paris were the guests of Mrs.
Lola Foster Sunday, Sept. 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Georgo Tirrell are to
occupy the rent receutly vacated by
William Johnsou.
last Monday, Lorna
School began
Littlehale teaching the grammar, and
Gwendolyn Stearns the primary.
Miss Nellie Marshall, superintendent
of the Belfast Hospital, was at Camp
Echo last week.
The partv at Camp Echo gave a dance
Saturday evening at the camp. A jolly
good time, but "Where, oh where, wae
the fiddlei?"
Mre.

Republican rally

Paturday evening despite
*'.y number attended the entertain-

ft.

t given by Mr·. J. G. Gehring at the
"I. unge" for tbe benefit of the Ladles'
Club. Mra. Gehring read a paper upon
tbe Chateaux In Prance which she visited during her recent trip there. As the
beautiful pictures were thrown upon the

and Mrs. Gehring described the
people and places we could almost believe we were In foreign lands seeing tbe
originals. The historical settings were
to

cadras

pack.

made very real and we were loath
Many
close our evening of travel.
thanks are due Dr. and Mrs. Gehring for
the hospitality of their beautliul home,
and giving us "stay at hom«n" sucli a delightful hour of foreign travel. A goodly sum was added to ι he treasury.
Saturday evening, Sept. 3d, Guy Morin
gan and Goldie Swett were united
marriage by Rev. C. L. Bangbart.
The vesper service at tbe Congregational ohurch Sunday afternoon given by
the children of the Sabbath School, assisted by the choir, was a most pleasing
service. The children were trained by
Mies Miriam Herrick and did their parts
very well. Beside the double ladies'
quartette Dr. and Mrs. Wight sang a
The superinduet most acceptably.
tendent, Mrs. W. C. Curtis, gave a short
Tbe whole
and interesting address.
service was helpful and inspiring. Miss
Elsie Hall and Miss Ida Dean played the

at them ;

more

there will be

pleasure in wearing them ;

pleasure to

suit

overcoat you put it

or

comes

with knowing you

are

as

well

as

Styles in
Interest You.

as

full line of these

dependable

makes.
Copyright

I

packing began at the shop on
Friday last. If good weather prevails
there will be a good crop.
Miss Helen Robinson of Arlington
Heights, Mass., is visiting at Dr. J. B.
Robinson's and vicinity for a few days.

OF THE

ACCOUNT.

CHECKING

Possibly you who read this

have never

And

Styles.

In the New Dark Rich Fall Coloring s.

kept

bank account. If not, let us suggest that you
try the experiment. You will find it helpful in
monmany ways. Aside from the fact that your
a
habit
such
and
theft
fire,
from
safe
be
ey will
tends to thrift, economy, disipline and a general
understanding of business principles, all of

good

We

going to purchase a new
suit this fall, get it early if you
wish to save money. Many, if
not all, will cost more for re-

If you

are

orders.

Sincerely

yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

L. Atwood,

just received

have

FAIR ATTRACTIONS
AT THE BLUE STORES

The

the Fairs mark the

beginning of

TIES,

WALLETS, PURSES, and

Special

in

values

New Fall Goods.
WE CAN SHOW YOU
NOW:
Men's Fall Suits at $5
to $20. Kirschbaum,
Adler, and other reliable makes.
MEN'S RAIN COATS:

An extra

good

Chas. H. Howard Co.,

FALL PLUSH ROBES!

$1.75

$3.00

Favor,

CASTORIA
Til KM ÏM Hit! Alwilt Bssgfct

schools

opening, your boy
needs and expects a NEW
SUIT.
Our New Fall Knee Suits,

an

enviable reputation.
Sole agents for this

make and also Widow Jones and

The attendance at state fair from this
was not largo.
Peru.
MUSIC ROLLS, CARD CASES and
Several will attend county fair at Paris
Mary Seaver bas returned to her home
this week. Next week the crowd will
LETTER BOOKS in great variety.
In West Somerville, Mass. She has been
attend Canton fair as usual.
vacation
with
her
her
cousin,
Rev. L. M. Robinson was quite ill a spending
few days last week at his residence on Grace Conant.
Come in and see what a fine assortment
from
West
SomerGraves
Miss
Graoe
the hill, but is reported as much better
foolish.
been
Mrs.
Grace
has
ville,
Mass.,
visiting
at this date.
there is to select from at the Pharmacy of
The campaign speeches at Grange Hall Con ant.
Increase in Teachers' Salaries.
has
at
who
been
H.
J.
boarding
Wiley,
Hon.
P.
Charles
last week, given by
begun
returned home last
W. B. Kidder's,
From the returns of local school superfoundation for a new barn in place of Barnes for the Republicans, and Hon.
intendents died at the office of the State
Saturday morning.
Albany.
for
the
Gardner
Obadiah
Democrats,
the old one which was destroyed by fire,
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Conant, Mary
and commendable
Superintendent of Public Schools it is
were very candid
Mrs. Will McNally and children, also and will rebuild this fall.
3naver and J. H. Wiley visited Mr.
found that the average weekly salary for Archie Bass, have
Successors to F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
The corn shop has started the fall efforts and were evidently appreciated.
gone to Massachusetts
in
Graves' cottage at North Paris one day
women teachers
elementary schools to live.
and bids fair to be a heavy pack.
pack
an
increase
over
was
87.
$8
last week.
for last year
Mrs. Fern Bean visited relatives in
Norway Lake.
Democratic and Republican rallies
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
Ethel Robinson started for Presque
the preceding year of 94 cents. This Lewiston recently.
have been held in this place.
Dr. Edna H. Stephens of Massachuber
school
to
[sle
increase is tbe largest reported for any
Tuesday
morning.
Master Glyndon Sawin has been visitThe summor boarders are leaving setts is visiting her mother, Mrs. C. A.
Tbe young people at Peru Centre bave
year. The average length of the school ing his aunts and nncles in Albany.
quite fast.
Stephens.
the
summer playing tenbeen
enjoying
year for all M.tine cities, towns and
is
Mrs. Hester Cummingt
Mr. Wm. Greeley, who has managed
working for
Dr. C. A. Stephens and Miss Janet C.
ais.
plantations was 31 week* am* 2 days, an Mrs. Aithur Andrews of Bethel.
the corn shop here for the past few Stephens have not retarned from the
increase of 2 weeks and 1 day over the
W. B. Gillespie has moved from D. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett McKeen of years, has been assigned to a new shop Pacific coast.
Sonant's to hi· new house on tbe back
preceding year. This increase likewise Bethel visited at J. F. Guptill's recently. In Vassalboro, Me.
Thomas Scblater and family visited at
exceeds all previous records.
road.
Blackberries have been quite plentiMr. Geo. Dealey was In town Tuesday. George Frost's the 3d, 4th and 5th of
State Superintendent Payson Smith ful.
J. E. Conant and aon, D. H. Conant,
this month.
is
increase
the
states that
hive been visiting friend· and relatives
particularly
Born in Albany to the wife of Leslie
North Waterford.
to
Sabattns the
Mrs. Asa Frost went
in East LI ver more and Fayette lor a few
encouraging since the higher average is Kimball, a daughter, Sept. 4th.
Died, at North Waterford, Sept. 7tb, 5th to visit' her daughter, Mrs. Will lays.
cbiefiy the result of marked advances in
green
for
a
week.
Woods,
Sylvanns Kneeland.
the smaller towns of the state.
Qulncy Stiman and family are going to
Mason.
Elden Hall has gone to Portland to
Carl Brown is spending his vacation at
house for D. H. Conant.
ceep
Double green and black plush
3.00
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cushing are visit- bis brother's, Harry Brown's. He took work in the A. H. Berry shoe store.
Miss Bessie Bryant bas had an abscess
Owing to the overcrowded condition
Frost was at home from PortH.
in
Ν.
Alton
Ε.
NaMrs.
H.
bis
brother
and
Mr.
and
Groveton,
ing
η her throat, bnt is better at this writof the Maine Industrial School for G iris j
robes
from
double
9.00
to
plush
Fancy
The selectmen have a crew at work on ιοη to the state fair at Lewiston in his land over Sunday.
at Hallowell it will be impossible to re·
the state road.
Mrs. Mark P. Shaw of Paris and her ng.
mto.
I bought some samples in good plusb robes that I can save 70a money 00.
ceive any new girls committed from
T. E. Westleigh and family have movMrs. Nellie Vegue and children have aunt, Mrs. Amelia Knight, of New GlouBrowoffeld.
date until the congestion is relieved.
1 >d into John Westleigh'a house.
visited
Mr*.
W.
S.
on
cester,
Knight
;one to Norway to live.
Magistrates will take doe notice not to
September 7th a reception was given
E. C. Buzzell of Fryeburg was in town
The ladies' oirole had a baked bean Thursday.
•end a girl before communicating with
Mr. Peter· <
and
her
ohildren
re- 1 ο Rev. and Mrs. Peterson.
Will
Flood
8.
Mrs.
at
dinner
jicnic
the Playhouse, Pappoose
tbe principal to ascertain if there ia rhursday, Sept.
School commenced Tuesday, Sept. β, r'ond, Wednesday. A fine time reported. turned from Pigeon Hill on Monday. 1 ion, pastor of the Congregational church,
room.
This notice is given by anthority
1 >as
91 Main St., Norway, Main·.
recently .accepted a oall to this
rich Mis· Nora Rowell of Skowhegan as
David Lebroke fell and injured bla They are at David Flood's.
and consent of tbe trustee·.
Mrs. Mary Shillings of Bolster's Mills ; hurch.
eacher.
j «8September 8th a Republican rally at
Miss Roaa Tyler visited her brother
The Bowers girls, who have been at Is visiting at W. 0. Perry's.
iiiditmiiChMm.
It is expected that tbe York County
1
Miss Augusta Frenoh of North Nor- own ball. Speakers, F. R. Dyer of
1 nd sister at Grover Hill recently.
j ). H. Lebroke'a for some time, have
Savings Bank at Biddeford will resume
*
Plummer of Bath,
<*
One of the horses on Hastings' farm ;one to their home at Leominster, Maaa. way visited Mrs. 0. A. Stephens and taokfield, Mo., X. C.
business as sooc as the necessary court
'·1 (e.
Mrs. Geo. Horr a few days reoently.
roke its leg and bed to be killed.
George Faraum la gaining slowly.
procedure can be made.

James N.

as

are

Ask for them.

locality

|

At this time

proof) have

assortment of GENTS'

plueh,

$18.

Hercules Brand (moth and rain

each.

WALLETS and COMBINATION PURSE
and BILL FOLDS, 26c. to $5.00 each.

9ingle

Wools and Worsted
Fabrics. Regular or
Presto Collars. $10 to

Long Trousers
Suits, $5 to $12.

LADIES' HAND

$6.00

of tiie

Youth's

other

LEATHER, GOODS.

BAGS and VANITIES, 25c. to

opening

$3 to $7.

the LATEST

FALL STYLES in HAND BAGS, VANI-

A number from here attended state
fair at Lewiston last week.

]

New Patterns

a

Academy.

in

In Ail The

Goods
JSJg^y Dress
Dress Trimmings

CONVENIENCE

East Bethel.
Θ. M. Bartlett of Litchfield visited
relatives here last week.
Lester Bean bas gone to Connecticut
where he has a position as teacher.
Clarence D. Howe of Waltham, Mass.,
visited relatives here last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lyon of Rumford were guests of Mr. and Mre. H. E.
Bartlett over Sunday and Labor Day.
S. Brown of Albany is teaching the
fall term of school here. Mr. Brown is
boarding at F. C. Bean's.
Miss Edna Bartlett and brother Urban,
John Howe, Freeborn Bean, and Miss
Eva Bean
have returned
to Gonld

Corn

Over Shirta

Suits

—

money.

days.

Marx

state

Raymond

The funeral of Win. H. Downs occurred at his late residence on Monday, Sept.
5. Mr. Downs was a worthy, respected
citizen, and saw much sorvico in the
civil war, serving in the 17th Maine
Regiment. About a dozen of his comrades were present at the funeral which
was conducted by Rev. F. M. Lnmb.
Age of deceased 79 years, 11 months, 5

Hart Schiffntr &

Maine.

READ WHAT THE BRUSH HAS DONE

East Sumner.

Palmer visited

well

Norway,

$485

parsonage.
Mrs. Emily J. Felt has been suffering
severely with blood poison in her arm.
Doctors Roseman and Tibbetts lanced
the sore Friday morning.
Many of our eummer guests are returning to their bomee this week. They are
all delighted with the place and promiie
to come again.
Foreman Storer says he will start the
The corn is very
corn shop Sept. 13.
uneven and it is probable tbat the shop
will be open nntil early in October.

Worcester, Mass., last week.

a

as

One Price Clothier,

Hats Will

BRUSH RUNABOUTS

Pond.

well dressed ;

H. B. FOSTER,

The New

OF NORWAY,

Our community was saddened last Friday morning by the death of Mrs. Etta
Day, the beloved wife of James M. Day
of this village. Mrs. D»y was a na'ive
of our town where she was b<»rn 55 years
ago. She was a worthy member of the
Eastern Star and for years was identified with the choir of both our churches.
She was always ready to assist at all
public entertainments, and iu Ihe neighborhood and village community she
numbered hosts of friends.
Rev. J. E. Cochrane, state missionary,
wi'l supply a' the Bip'ist church for the
present, and will also include in bis work
the raising of funds to complete the

in both.

with the confidence that

other

NATIONAL

village.

us

We carry

anyone in any company.
famous clothes

on

I

paid.

Mrs. Nellie Grlbbin and family returned to their home in Portland Saturday.
Mies Edna Bedell visited her mother
and grandparents in this village last
week.
The state-fair storm arrived on time
and the big crowd will go to the county
fair.
Elmer R. Briggs of South Paris visited
his father and his brother Edgar Sunday.
Mrs. Clara Abbott is making some
changes and repairs on the house she recently bought of Wesley Dennis.
J. Henry Briggs of New Gloucester
was in town Snnday, coining and returning on the Beriiu excursion train, and
had time to make only a few hurried
calls.
R. Wesley Dennis and family and Mrs.
L G. Whitten and children are moving
to Auburn, Ind., where Mr. Whitten went
a week ago to prepare a place for them.
Frank Kinnure and many of the girls
who have been employed in the Whitten
Jk Dennieon post card house will go to
the western branch In Auburn. Ind. An
eastern branch will be run in Lewiston,
Maine, and C. P. Deunieon will have
charge of their printing works in this

new

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

came to

family attended

good clothes who

WHEN YOU PUT ON A

visit his son Lorln several weeks ago and
was taken sick here and died Tuesday
morning. Mr. Trask would have been
78 years old in December. The remains
were taken to Bethel where be bad always lived.
Sweet corn is now going to the factory and the silos are being filled. There
is the largest growth of rowen for many
years.
C. B. Stevens and
fair last week.

a man

arrivals. You'll find pleasure in looking

Mrs. Newton, an aunt of W. H. Childs,
who has been Rick at his place for several
months, died Sunday morning, Sept. 4.
The remains were taken to Canton for

burial.
Nathaniel Traek of Bethel

There's not

won't be interested in examining the

preserved

out."

Canada.

L.

in town interested in

Mr. and Mrs. James Buck went to
Lewiston Monday td attend the state
fair.
They returned Thursday, Mrs.
had the misfortune to
Buck having
break her right arm. Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Buck was walking on the
sidewalk wheu a partially blind young
which are essential to success. It also affords a
man who was running to get out of the
her
and
knocked
into
ran
an
auto
of
way
convenient method for the payment of bills ; and
her down. She fell backwards, putting
and returned
as the checks are always
her right wrist out of joint and fracturthe amounts
for
ing one bone below the elbow. She was
as
to you, they serve
receipts
unconscious for some time. When she
was
recovered consciousness Mr. Buck
called on the telephone and Dre. Cushservice, courtesy, liberWe offer you
She
man and Sturgis were summoned.
and
and
every accommodation
stability
is doing well. It will be very hard for
ality
her to give up dressmaking as she loves
consistent with safety.
the work.
The G. A. R. men were called to East
Sumner Monday to atteud the funeral of
Business ( g a. n. to 3 p. n.
comrade Wm. H. Downs. The dear old
j Siturdeys close at 1.15 P. M.
M
Moure :
( Open through the noon hour.
flag was again draped in mourning and
old
solwith many beautiful flowers the
diers gathered around tbeir dead comBANK
THE NORWAY
rade to pay the last tribute of respect to
one that was always true to his country.
The old veteran, H. C. Barrows, who
haebeon boarding at Frank Chandler's,
was moved on a bed to the home of his
brother, Geo. H. Barrows.
H. C. Barrows is very ill and there is
no hope of bis recovery.
The fall term of school in this village
taught by Adrian Holmes of Buckfleld
opened Monday, Sept. 5th. The Pleasant Pond school taught by Althea Stetson of Buckfleld began the same day.
Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler of East Sumner
is spending a week here with friends
and relatives.
Walter Chandler lias lost one of bis
horses. The animal sickened and died.
RUMBLE
R«v. S. C. Eaton of East Sumner will
SEAT AND TOOL BOX. $20 EXTRA
bupply in tbe Baptist church here until
Rt'V. G. W. F. Dill hae recovered Rufficieutly to re'iirue his pastorate.
The many frieuds of Rov. C. G. Millor
are rejoicing at the news of hie return
to South Paris. The recent forest fires
in Montaua and adjacent states must
have made his stay there very unpleasant. The smoke there must have been
intolerable. Even here in Maine, so
many miles away, the smoke has been in
evidenoe. The sun has looked like a
ball of fire and reflected a line of red
light in Pleasant Pond.
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn, who has
been with his father, Sylvester Bisbee,
for a few days' vacation, returned to
Auburn Wednesday.
Rev. L. M. Robinson of Philadelphia,
Pa., is making plans to build a library
and town hali in this village next year.
In the 1909 Glidden tour the Brush covered the 2636 miles in 15 days and
He hae purchased tbe site for tbe buildfinished in good shape in Kansas City—a lot more than can be said of soma of
ing, having bought the land owned by
the big cars.
Ε. E. Field, located in tbo center of the
It climbed Pike's Peak in eight hours, every inch of the way under it· own
village. A very deairable spot for such
It crossed the American Continent.
power.
The people of the village
a structure.
In the 1909 New York One-gallon Fuel Test, the Brush made 40.6 mile· on
him
for
this
will
feel very grateful to
In the Buffalo contest, it made 41.2 miles on one gal·
one gallon of gasoline.
fill a long felt want. The West Sumner
Ion. This means less than 3-8 of a cent a mile for fuel.
le
have
a
to
circuAssociation
Library
lating library from tbe atate librarian.
Deaconess Sanford very generously offered to pay all expenses for tho ase of a
circulating library for one year. The
AGENT FOR OXFORD COUNTY.
Deaconess has also recently presented
MAINI
PARIS,
the library with several volumes, including one entitled tbe Scrap Book, which
contains a good deal of information on
Deaconess Clark
a variety of subjeots.
has remembered with gifts of books and

State election and county fair this
wrek.
Bert A kern has left the railroad and is
working for Mrs. Sarah W. Brown.
Charles Verrill of St. Joseph, Mich.,
is visiting his brother, H»nry M. Verrill.
M. M. O'Reilly and wife are visiting
his old home and relatives in Toronto,

Postmaster A.

better than get it here.

North Paris.

Saturday.

preachers on vacations,
Kxcurslonln' about,
gwlnter git ye

Bryant's

Ji it's clothes you want, you can't do

Congregatlonalist

Albert Parrott of Connecticut with
daughter is visiting here.

Dot Heald, who bas been spending a
month at Nahant, Mass., arrived home

"With

watch

the

his little

roofing.

"In 'giving the devil hie <lue'
Be careful or el1» you will ruo it,
Just wait till the bill comes to you;
Don't go to the devil to do It."

don't

held in

Virginia
Pettengill
of
spent the day Friday with Miss Amy Florence Hall and granddaughter for
Shaw.
Cyrus Hayes, was operated upon
appendicitis on Sunday.

West Bethel.
"How beautiful Id the country
In the summer time to stay.
Kspecl lly when you have relatives there
To visit, with nothing to pay."

ΟΓ Satan's
Ef
ye

Go To Foster's For It.

Baldwin
Mrs. Lora Liugbton of Portland is Sunday afternoon, Rev. Mr.
of
with her mother, Mrs. Armstrong Ger- officiating. The Knights of Pythias,
which he was a member, were present
riah, for a short visit.
orthe
of
R. E. Lee Brldgham of Bar Harbor has and performed the ceremony
been with bis father, W. H. Bridgbam, der. He leaves a widow, three children,
one a baby Ave months old, also a father,
for a few days.
mourn bis loss.
Pipe is being laid for the location of a mother and sister to
The repairs on the Robinson Mfg.
new hydrant to cover the property of
is resumed.
Cloutier A Morrill and the Portland Co.'a. mill are finished ; work
Joseph Parrott of Florida is stopping
Packing Co.
The Hadley moving picture show will at his bouse on Megquire'a Island.
The village schools opened on Tuesbe here Tuesday evening under the ausMiss
pices of the high school and the Murrav- day with Prof. Dyer, principal;
Rostell Co. will be here Friday and Perkins, assistant; Miss Green, gramand Miss
mar; Ifisa Akers, intermediate;
Saturday evenings.
F. W. Washburn has been off duty for Em mon*, primary. There are fifteen
class in
a week and his substitute, Harold Shaw, new scholars in the freshman
the high school.
has been driving No. 2 ronte.
The summer school of Prof. Caldwell
Mrs. Alice Taylor of Boston Is visiting
olnsed last week.
her sister, Mrs. Fannie Gerrish.
of Rumford
Hall, the daughter of Mrs.
Miss Elizabeth

organ.
Miss Ida Dean of South Paris was
West Sumner.
organist at the Congregational chnrch
There is a chapter of accidents to relast Sunday morning.
Horn fell
Tbe town schools opened Monday. cord this week. Prof. I. W.
bill
Arthur Herrick is master of the gram- from his wheel while riding down
Wednesday, injuring bis head and bruismar school.
Gould Academy opened Tuesday with ing bis limbs. Dr. Atwood was called.
much Improved. Prof,
Mr. Horn is
one hundred pupils and more to come in.
tbeir two sous, who
Everything indicates a successful year. and Mrs. Horn and
M. J. Pultnfer's
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Knight have obarge are camping In Mrs.
to their
of Holden Hall aud Mr. Knight is also field, were planning to return
home in Lynn, Maes., tbis week. They
submaster.
until
E. C. Bowler and E. C. Bowler, Jr., will be detained for a few days
G. Doble
bave been spending tbe week in Boston. Prof. Horn recovers. As E.
the
seat
Mr. and Mrs. Merrick Tibbetts, who was driving out of his dooryard
was not
have been visiting Dr. R. R. Tibbetts, of his express wagon which
properly fastened in, tipped over and be
have returned to their home.
on bis head.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nelson bave return- fell out backwards, striking
He was fortunate enough to escape with
ed from a visit to Palermo.
head and a bruised
Our milliners, Miss L M. Stearns, Mrs. a slight cut on the
Willey, Mrs. Finney and Miss Ethel hip.
Miss Alice Kimball of Bethel, who has
millinery
Randall are attending the
been visiting relatives here, returned
openings in Boston this week.
The ladies uf the Univ«*r«alist Society home Monday.
Mrs. Ε. I. Beck and little son Genie
held their annual fair Thursday. The
Falls are with Mrs. Buck's
chapel was a pleasant, place to visit with of Livermore
Glover.
its tables of fancy and useful articles. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Rev. L. M. Robinson is having the
A large number partook of the supper.
in
ord»r for ocat
Ryemoor put
In the near future a drama will be pre- cottage
Proctor is
sented as a part of the program of the cupancy next year. Henry
and painting and varnishing the interior.
fair
fair. It was a successful
Robinson is also repairing the tenebrought good returns into tbe treasury. Mr.
and just vacated by
Rev. Isabella Macduff has been the ment owned by him
W. S. Farrar. Lynn Farrar is doing the
guest of Mrs. Ο. M. Mason.
work. A marked improvement is the
The com shop opened Thursday.
covering the roof of the ell with metal

Ο.

here Saturday,
Sept. 3d, was well attended. The speakers Were Ex Governor Long, Hon. George
[) Hisbee of Kumford Falls and F. K.
Dyer of Bucktield.
Sunday was Children's Day and the
little ones were all there. The exercises
were interesting.
Frank Ε Bessey of Lynn, Mass., spent
Sunday uight with his sister-in-law,
Mrs. Philbrick, and called on other
friends Monday. Mr. Bossny had not
been in the place for thirty-me years.
Prof. Moody was at home Saturday
and Sunday.
Several from here attended Pomona
Grange at Oxford Tuesday.
Miss Daisy Cusbman and Miss Eva
Barrows have returned to their teaching
in S xnerville, Mass.
Bert Conant, our R. F. D. mail carrier,
is on his vacation, and Fred Sturtevant
North Buckfleld.
is substituting.
William Clapp, son and grandeon,
J. E. Bartlett of Xewton. Mass., with
his little granddaughter, Frances Rim- have returned to their home in Salem,
back, is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mass., after spending their vacation in
this place.
Mrs. W. A. Bartlett.
Colby Varney and son Ross, who have
been
Welchville.
visiting their sister, Mrs. Jennie
returned to their home in HaverThe corn shop at the station opened Heald,
for work on Tuesday. The run has been hill, Mass., Monday.
Mrs. Cora Keene has gone to Massasomewhat brokea owing to a lack of
chusetts on a visit to her sons, Harold
corn.
Keene.
Miss Agnes Fuller has had an especial- and Clyde
Miss Althea Stetson began her school
ly nice hen bouse built for her by A. in the Pond
District, Sumner, Monday,
Chester Witham and Charles C. Warren.
Mrs. Florence Warren and two daughIt is said that Miss Fuller has one of the
ters, Judith and Clythroe, are spending
best iiocks of hens in town.
in Lewiston.
The Misses D >dge have returned to the week
their home in Providence aftor having
had a most delightful summer at their
J. M. Clifford of Chapman, Kansas, is
uncle's, Mr. John Jones'.
visiting his sister, Mrs. J. M. Mlllett.
The school opened on Tuesday. Miss
S. D. Swallow has bought a horse of
who taught the Lincoln Holmes.
Florence Hunting,
and
such
excellent
gave
A. S. Bessey is in poor health.
spring term
satisfaction, is again instructor.
Mountain Grange dedicated its hall
Mrs. Charles Gray has had a serious Sept. 3d free from debt, State Master
illness. At this writing she is some- Stetson actim; as dedicating officer. A
what better.
large crowd was in attendance.
Mr. Bliss Ames and family came from
Eola Swallow spent one day last week
Waltham, Mass., in their automobile on with her friend, Mrs. Amos Foster, at
Saturday. They visited their parents, Buckfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Ames. All enjoyed
Carroll Philbrook of Peabody, Mass.,
a delightful
trip to South Paris and who has been visiting at A. W. Spauldneighboring towns.
ing's, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harrington returnSchools commenced in town Sept. 12,
ed to Dan vers, Mass., Thursday, after excepting the village schools.
Mrs.
visited
Harrington's parents,
having
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Staples, for some
Denmark.
weeks.
bis
Mr. Fred Sanborn baa
The

Μη. Hltcblngi of the Oxford Spring
Souse has closed for the season end bus
gone to Cincinnati where she has charge
Naples.
a dormitory in a girl·' school.
Mrs. Wm. Irieh went to Anbnrn WedMrs. Homer has returned to her home
nesday to spend a few days with her
In Providence, R. I.
daughter.
Miss M. I. Corning has returned from
Mrs. J. C. Caldwell went to Hebron
and will remain here through
of
the
one
of
to
take
Europe
charge
Wednesday
September.
dormitories for the year.
Mrs. Mathesen went to her home in
Corn shop started Thursday for a
short run. Business will start briskly New York on Wednesday.
The funeral of Edward Fuller was
this week with prospects for a good
church
Mrs. T. H. Lunt and daughter, Mrs.
Ulrich, spent a few days with friends in

the rain a

m

Oxford.

Buckfleld.

Bethel.

West Part·.

"««.'.".V.1;0"·"

Werner makes.

styles in Hats, Caps, Sweaters, Shirts, Neckwear, Hosiery.
Fall

Combine business with the Fairs and visit

us.

Stores open the first two evenings of the Fair.

F.

H.

NOYES

NOKWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

Men's

Walk

CO.,

-

Over

Shoes,

$3·50» $4·ο°. $4-5°» $5·00·
We carry a large line of Men's Walk-overs, which
we sell at the above prices, correct in style, fit.
and unexoelled in service. There are none better
and very few as good.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE*
Tel«plione Ι1Β·Η.

^
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fair.
Sow for the
that we «et our uraal
hoping
Here's
'air wither this week.

county

BarChapman and daughter

,> -sre

^

state iair

tended

y

s*

visit"·

Wednesday.

Dean has returned from a
aiK' weeke in Massachusetts.
W Taylor of Portland has been
ank A. Taylor's for a few

:

Or
a

days.

of this
( U-'Ston, has been here for

Lindley, formerly

Γ

John

pla!.r .lays.
w

few

jj,„s y

v

Wheeler visite·! Miss Beshe Poland Spring House

day recently.

one

Κ tcher. after spending the
as returned to Worcester,
ver.
une his teaching.
r-

y
urt

:

31 ^

t

went to West Paris
and played piano with
there at the dance.
,.v

I
.·

»

of Bridgeport,
visiting at Β. F.

'm Dijnell

-ι

y

mm

flicks',

uraed home Thursday.

:

Γ. Lnnt and son William of
v:siting friend· ie town. Mr.
ed here duriug the fair.
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;

w

Miller and family
,·r (tore
the A. C. Hall house on OxMonur return from

\

tana

and family have moved
in the Karrar house on
et formerly occupied by F
ill

nt

Μ. Han;-n "1.
Y
t

Hall of Kansas City was in
the tirst of last week.
lis way to Europe, where
rime

..

Mr", ii

<

now.

'k ttituer Harlow, who has
Maxim's for several
Wal'er
ri d Friday to her home in
»«.ekv r
Bri<ur; rt, Conn.
Mrv U.irry Holden and Mr.
31
Arthur Colley attended state
iv, making the trip in Mr.

χ.,

lD'i

n'- uiKomobile.

g,

H.

m.

\l
I

Morton returned

A.

imp Kiliooleet, Shagg
here. Mr». Morton
rough the month of

u*'.

l

Vn and daughters, Miss
Mita Pauline, who

ν

^

Hayden in Haverhill,
weeks, have returned to

Mr

H

...

Jitir home here.

who teaches in Detroit,
l»eca teaching in a boys'
lirton during the summer,
visited hie father, James
short time.
-e,

il

-.a

ν

■ar

f«

J.ak·

ν

few
itv the past
days
who are getting ready for
and
the
v ially the
Grangers
he f
the ladies' circles which asdm
istg the multitude.

iri,

ia:c

«lat

>·

invr

hie fail.

V nday evening. The cereie.!
Mc; rformed by Kev. A. T.
n>ny »
s residence.
Mr. and Mrs.
ft'h rt
ibbi':·. ν .1 teside here.
Wheeler and Stanley Sburtbeen in the drug store at
Old OrcWd for the summer, have return*·,' l· me. Mr Wheeler will go to
:ia in about two weeks to conPhi.id·
tre L's course in pharmacy.
Κ ber

ltfl,

ive

W. Walker and Mrs. Nathan
tand daughter Priscilta went
•atur
to be over Sunday with Mrs.
'ere? Kankiu at Welle Beach. Mrs.
.'has- and daughter will go on from
ber-.· ι their home in Ilion, Ν. Y.
MrV CI

V

Α

Λ-βΡ"·

W"°

"Τ
for the

the Paris Trust Co.
pas
ear.
has completed his
her-. and will go to Orono at the open
of the term to take tho tiiia ye
course in the University of Maine.

r

Paul and Charlotte Ramsdell, who
boon with relatives her* for
,ka, returned to their home m tari
Saturday Their stay here was \>t<y
...1 beyond its inteuded limit because
ί ;n epidemic of diphtheria in Cariboo.

Je
\\

,!e

Ihl^k',c^1

playing ball at
on Monday of

the
last week Ken
his ankle a

Witham gave
,|, and also broke »
The break is not a bad oue, but
he sufficient to lay him up for a
<

*»neJ*®

r

t.

George Wise returned last week
V
delightful visit with her eon in

M

,.·

.V

ury

While ι

Mass.

«ithafriendinHaverhi l,MMr,

for forty
day's trip to Uatnptun

she hadn't

r

h. visn made a

yejr.

seen

Mr and Mrs. J. G. Wentwoith, fornerv f this place who
: 4r he Glen House in Sew Hamp-

ha™£7lan»>-

.itli Mi"

House on Mount Wasi
.. who takes
charge of a house in
he south during the winter.
ft

nR;

rii>-Top

Th remains of Jame. Μ.

br ought here °B Monday of
*eek from Mechanic Fails, wlher
lie,: ,.n the Thursday preceding, tor
terment iu Norway Pine Grove>
ter.
Mr. Hannaford formerly for s. me
yeirs hved at South Paris, lai t*»· house
km.wn as the Piues, opposite the fair
■ere

Ce«£

grounds.

Tu.» very delightful social
eiven la«t week in honor of Mr
0» T»MdM
a
Mrs
Barnes entertained
party· <n
twelve and on Thursday even
^ 1_«.ΰ
witn
Haskell entertained the same party
a few additions.
Games were
in, refreshments served and two pleas
evening» spent.

««ntjjerj

LctaeollH»».

Indexed

Ready

NORWAY.

for tke Pair.

AND CHILDREN.

U-AUTO

|
as superintendents of the several
departments, and the entry clerks and |
workmen, are very busy just now.

there next week.

The Sunday excursion train to Portland is discontinued, and did not run on
The Berlin excursion train
Sunday.
runs for the rest of the month, but is
less patronized than it has been.
New Hall will be open this Monday
evening to receive election returns, and
telephone will probably be installed in
the hall. The small expense necessary
will be met by a general contribution.

Entries for the races

j

are

as

follows:

$200.
AchU'ean.
β.. Γ. O. Walker. Rumfonl.
!'arry LaClmir, b. ρ C. Burrlll. Oaktami.
EMe Snow, b. in., Hormcc Chenery, Belfast.
Nazamova, b. in., College Stables, Brunswick.
Clarion 1' m Κ. Γ>· Walte. Lewi-ton.
Bob
b. K Κ. υ Walte. Lewtston
Doctor liliilnK-, b g.. Mayterry
■>

Haw-on Holman wa> at Dixfield to at-1
tend the fuoeral on Thursday of his
brother, Marion Holtnan, who died on
Tuesday. Mr. Holman was 70 years of
lie was a soldier in the twenty- j
ige.
third Maine.
Three married daughters
survive him.

'40 CLASS,

Τ

EOT

AND

PACK.

Kueh

PURSE

J

Chapman,!
Uus'nberry' wilk-js, b.'i
Aer1 plane, b m.. W. R.N.J.
Chapman, Bethel
Annie si Iney, ch.
ΛI»stone, br. β., Ν. J· Ko*». £°"·ΛΟΓη,ιΛ·
W.

m

R.

Çornlsh^

Aiblna, ch m., A. J Rotfe, kewt*t>n.
Urvant b ff IT R· ΚθίΓίζ» South Pftple.
M&v Blrl, b m., à. J. Penler, South Paris.
Aniltlctlon, ch. g P. L Smith, Frrebuig.
Kthel S ,ch. m. P. L. Smith.
Kaiyh Dln et. Col ego Subie*. Urun^wlct.
Nellie
b. m.. Henry Knspp, Canaan, »t
Foxv
g.. Charlie Adams. Co'.ebrook.

lvWn

wimicvor n

uiaj

can

uo,

be charged to bad weather. As for the
outcome, Republicans are confident and
Democrats optimistic.
McAllister of Norway was hurt
it the Mason Manufacturing Co.'β factory Friday forenoon by the fall of the
elevator, due to the uuwinding of the
He was
rope over the end of the drum.
do the elevator, and was thrown with
bis chest against the edge of a crate
when it struck. The only injury found
by phys'ciaus was oue broken rib and a
shaking up, and hu is said to be doing
well.

Philip

.VtcUilllcuddy

Addresses

Rally.

LARGELY ATTENDED DEMOCRATIC MEETING FRIDAY N19HT.

c.

J-YEiROLU

s.. D. M.

Rosebrook. Lancaster, N.

UNDER.

AND

AND

TROT

PACE.

1100.
Chenery, Belfast.
Juanaltta. b. t.,
Montl^rt b c May berry farm, Caeco.
purse

Horace

j

I

μιαιι»

.ο

..

borne.
m R. Ρ Walts. Lewlston
John Direct, b. gF· Β Fogg, South Parts.
S. Jason Marr is very sick at bis borne
It was supposed that
on Water Street.
■»·30 TROT AND PACK. PURSE $200.
from tbe
Attorney at l.aw.b.g·, Mount iln View Farm, I be was recovering rapidly
effects of his fall until some days ago.
aClalr, b. g., C. Burrlll, Oaklaml.
in
to
bis
studies
Carl Stone will return
Jaunallta. b f.. Horaco Chenery,
t
Philadelphia tbe last of September. He
Junior Wartl, b. ·., Horace Chenery,
r »l iftrect b g
College Stables. Brunsw ck.
has passed his summer vacation in bis
Stables. Brun-wlck.
Naiomova.'b m..
, father's drug store.
Tbe class reunion of '90, Norway High
School, at Freeland Howe, Jr.'s home
on Pleaeant Street Friday evening was
atteuded by the following:
■■·
B.ron ·>«.
Beatrice, ch m
Mr. and Mrs. F. H owe, Jr.

j

i

College

^

ΚΓΛώ
b.
AHSi'fL.
Annie Sidney, ch

law.ttii·

m..

Ruisell,

Lewlst»n.

Dr. anil Mio. Harry P. Jones.
Mr. anil Mrs. Lec M. Smith.
Horace Cole.
Ruet Jackson.
Mr. and Mre. McSwIney.
Mr. and Mr*. Geo. P. Locke.
Mrs. Grace Cutbman.
Mrs. C'hae. P. 13aι nee.
Geneva Croee.
Carrie Tucker.

ΐ ι· «·11

Ν J- Foes. Cotnieu.

SSTKvS. t·.'; "Κ!®™*·
Ethl?SU°ch.Cm ,*P.'l.

McGillicuddy.

Mr. McGillicuddy spoke about an hour j
and a half, and made a very "catchy"
talk. It was uudeuiably eutertaiuiug,
even though there was little real arguHo devoted himself mainly
ment in it.
to the trusts aud th» people, opening as
he always does by referring to the "condition of unrest" which he sees. He
saw that the people were being oppressed by the trusts, and urged them not to
submit to it. "All you've got to do is to
vote," said ho over and over, though he
did not s*ate how they were to vote, or
what the remedy is by which the power
of the trusts is to be broken. He denounced the Payne tariff as made by the
trusts, and as the sole cause of the high
cost of living.
His talk was addressed to weak-kneed
Republicans, and he argued strongly

b. g.. W. H. Heald, Buckfleld.

Clarion, b. m., R. D Walte, Lewleton.
Frank Albert, b. ·., Mtyborry Farm, Casco.
Nancy Bln^en, b. m., Mayberry Farm, Casco.
Belka, b. m., G. W. Uerow, Fort Falrfleld.
Marcells, b. ui., Horace Chenery, Belfast.
Baron Sldunt, br s.. A. S. Russell, Lewleton.
Masterpiece, ch. ·., W. R Chapman, Bethel.

Alblna, ch. m., A. J. Rowe, Lewleton.
Bryant, b. g.. F. B. Fopg, South Paris.
John Direct, b. ar F. B. Kogg, South Paris.
Dlrectero, b. g., F. P. Rldeout, Medford, Haw.
2 35 CLASS. TKOT. PCRSK $200.
ParisDandy Joe, blk. g., W. A. Nelson, South
View Farm,
Attorney at t.aw, b. g., Mountain
South Paris.
Eugemarks Gift, b. f„ Horace Chenery, Belfast.
Frank Albert, b. s., Mavberry Farm, Casco
Nancy Blngen, b. m., Mayberry Farm, Casco.
Belka, b. m., G. W. tierow, Ft. Fairfield.
Baron Sldunt, br. s., A. E. Russell, Lewlston.
Bethel.
Masterpiece, ch. s., W. R. Chapman,
b. g, Geo. S. Recorn, Buckfleld.
Victor H
Km! y Gale. b. m., W. E. Perry, Union.
The Limit, b. s., J. L. Robinson, South Wind-,

ham.

governed by Bryant,

partisanship

Republican
Boveridge,

li0u^ick

gents"
patriotic,

Advertised letters and cards in South
Paris post office Sept. 12, 1910.
Mis Α. K. Cole.
Mrs ο λ. Fuller.
Mr*. Miller
Mr·. W. H. Pratt.
MU* Mary K. Pottle. (carl.)
R'«y !' Μιβοβ, (card.)
M \ Crocket.
Ε C. 1'ariln, (card )
Ε L. -tuples, (card.)

McKinley

later.

Committees

M[*

1

were

given
packing

generation,

Republican
day,

Stephens

danger

ter, Ν. H.
Mrs. Hitchings of the Oxford Spring
A Icy Wllkes, b. g., F. K. Klttredge, Woods ville,
House opened her house for an enterH.
N.
tainment given by her guests and by Maxlce, b. m.. C. A. Moulton à Co., Plymouth
Ν. H.
local talent at which $61 was taken.
H.
Terrlll,c. g-, M. H. Sawyer, Plymouth, Ν.
The programme is as follows:
Lnders FKKK ΙΓΟΚ-ALL TROT AN Ο PAC·. POBSK $250
Trio—Marcelle,
Mrs. Κ. B. Nichols. Mrs. Mary Γ W. Homer,
Lella Wllkee. b. m.. F O. Walker, Rumford.
Mr Gerald Taft Nichols.
Inez, b. m., C. Burrlll, Oakland.
Nevli Queen
Violin—Venetian Love Song,
John Want, b. s., Horace Chenery, Belfast.
Mrs. Nichols.
Frank Tarlor, ch. g., College Stables, Brunswick
Holmei
D'lrland,
Steele, ch. g.. College Stable·, Brunswick.
Song—Noel
8
Mrs. Jennie Kin* Rragdon.
Knoxle B., ch. g., R. D. Walte, Lewlston.
Scotland. Kydei Dimple K., ch. m., G. W. G row. Ft Falrfleld.
•Cello and Piano-Blue Bells of
Thomas J., b. g., G. W. Gerow, Ft. Falrfleld.
Ml«s Constance Horner, Mr. Nichols.
Cremona, blk g N. J. Fo«e, Cornish.
Beading—Selecte·!,
Τ orence Ltlltan Eaton.
Brownette, br. m.. PI ne Tree Stables, Lewlston
schiun»]
Leanna, b m., P. L. Smith, Fryeburg.
Trio— Llebesgarten,
Louise G., b. m., F. B. Bldeout. Mearord, Mass
Mr·.. NlchoU. Mrs. Hoiuer, Mr.
P. O., b. g., John Daweoo. Plymouth, N. H.
M CampbellNed Cole, c. g-, F. K. Klttredge, Woodsvllle

Ou*W-Mr». Whitman. Mr». Ueowle
Mr* Je*»le C.
Thayer, Ml- Susie t>· Mlι«ϊ"
Mr- It, Morton.
Miss Maud Carter.
W.iker, Mr·. l»a Kr*klue. Mr». Mad*·
MU» Mty Κ tela. Miss Hue Wheeler, Mrs Ko»*
Churchill, MUn Ruth Stuart
ν
Mlacetaneou»—Mr·. Hotter. Mr». Bur1l>anll
Flora McAllister. Mr» Ada
Cora Rlp'ey. Mrs. Flo-UU Ι1Ι1ϋ|ρ»οο.1. Mr·
Martha .»wa" low, Mrs. Hannah E.
>
D Hari!e'0
Carrie Hnthawav, Mrs. Abide J«>nes.
Song—Because, Mm.
Bragdon.
«•orgie Llule, Mr·. Flora Ε Webber. M»
11011
Kuxle Mc Vnlle, Mrs. Josephine Da«ls, Mrs » Plan©—wai'eosplel,
Miss Eleanor Hllchlngs.
Uulee Turner, Miss Edith Maxlui.
Will Carletoi
Pilot's
Story,
Apron-Mrs. Holt. Mr· Cora
*r*
Heading-The
*
HIM Rston.
Mary Morton, Mr». Helen Μ. hlld. Mr». Enilh
« Mlchlel
M.Co..k, Mr#. Carrie Pluminer, Mr*. AdelU Violin-Budapest Caardas.
Mrs Nichols.
Tucker Mr». M It tie Recor', MU» Mary
wagne
Mr* Enllv suri.lrd, Mr·. Laura Holman, Mrs Trio—Tann^aueer Grand March.
Mary Spofford, Mrs l>or*Tyler.
Mrs Nichols. Mr·. Homer. Mr. Nichols.
Mystery Booth—Mr· Lydla A Round·, >.r·
Kale Stuart. Mr· Milvloa Max!». Mr·. Mar]
auto
sold
■- Sweu, Mm.
J. E.
Elisabeth Buck. Mr». Clan ι
Cha*. Mrs. Netile Kenney. Mr· Nanc* Se·*·»" last season and bas sold
Mr*. 1t4C. Packard, Mr·. Fto Ε nee
land, In
all satisfied customers.

Hwgwff

«ο®·™;

_

_

Nlch^

"J^arlson. >'[»
parier,

^

"Cello-Cantilena.^^

*^

Evjjett.

Stephens

Lupin Much, Mis. Jane Fewer*.

title year,

twenty-six
twenty-eigb

N. H.

Islander,
Ν. H.

c.

·., D.

M.

advantage in selecting a Dress Pattern now. The materials
will certainEire fresh, good line of shades and the assortment
to
you.
ly be a surprise

Bosebrook, Lancaster •

A MAN OF IRON NERVE.
I
Indomitable will and tremeudou· enet
never found where Stomaoh, Liv
are
gy
are out of order
er, Kidneys and Bowel·
If you want theae qualities and tbe sue
Llf 3
ceaa tbey bring, use Dr. King'· New
Pille, tbe matebleaa regulator·, for kee 1
brain and strong body. 2δο at Cbai ^
B. Howard Co.'e.

with box

pleat

in

30, copy
Catalogue
STROUT, Kent's Hill, Maine.

,
Beginning

the

season.

good value, $3 08.

Smiley's Shirt Waists

The old reliable fabric is back again

and is very popular for tbe one piece
iress. Soft and pretty in all >be leading
shades, 42 in. wide, $1 00; 38 in. wide,

Good line of shade·, new
brown and black,

îlderberry, Davy, wine,
12 In. wide, $1.00 yd.

75c.

Satin Faced Prunella.

Wool Taffeta.

are the prettiest I ever saw and so reasonable is what we
bear every day by women of refned taste. Δ large assortment of Fall styles ready for you.

fast color

with

Will

A very popular material this season.
3ood line Fall coloring, navy, smoke,
;reen and black, 42 in. wide, $1 00 yd.

Wheeler

ind

NORWAY,

on

seriously injured and

at

SEPT. 21,

I

ιο

o'clock A.

The following property will be sold:

refrigerator, writing desk, kitchen table,
washing machine, tubs, etc., parlor coal
stove, small heater, carpets and rngs,
featherbeds and pillows, mattresses and
springs, dishes and cooking utensils,
garden tools, sleigh and harness, lamps,
pictures and draperies, mirrors, clocks,
and other household goods in general.
Also 100 quarts of canned fralt. A large
collection of good goods. Do not miss I

CORRECT STYLES.

do it

|

The

Price

spring.

yourself.

take Electric Bitters the matchless, tonic
medicine. Mrs. J. E. Van de Sande oi
Kirkland, III., writes: "That I did no)
breakdown, while enduring a most se
ia due
vere strain for three months,
wholly to Electric Bitters." U»e then
and enjoy health and strength. Satis
50ο a'
faction positively guaranteed.
Chas. H. Howard Co.

At Kingman recently Floyd O'Roak
of Deputy Sheriff O'Roak, and Clif
ford Larrabee, both about a dozen yean
oid, fought a mock duel. Young Cliilon
didn't know his pistol was loaded an<

son

the O'Roak boy was shot in the breast
The physicians said be had an evet
obance for recovery.

"All thought I'd lose my leg," write
J. A. Swensen of Watertown, Wis. "Tei
dootora couli
years of eczema, that 15
not cure, bad at last laid me up. Tbe:
Bucklon's Arnica Salve cured it, soun
and well." Infallible for Skin Erup
tlons, Eczema, Salt Rheum, Bolls, Fevc
Sore·, Barns, Scalds, Cats and Pilei
86c at Chas. H. Howard Co.1·.

$3.50.

styles
$1.50.

are

RICHARDS,

in stock in
what you want to

SOUTH PARIS.

31 Market

B. SPAULDING & SONS,

Buckfield.

Belching.
If you have anything the matter with
know right
your stomach you ought to
burn and

now

that MI-O-NA stomach tablets are

guaranteed by Chas. H. Howard Co. to
cure Indigestion or any sickness caused
or
by indigestion, such aa the following,
money back:

Sick beadaobe,

biliousness,

dizziness,

nervousness, sour stomach, fermentation
of food, belching of gas, heavy feeling
at pit of stomach, vomiting of pregnanoy.
If your meals don't digest but lie like
a lump of lead in your stomach; if you
bave foul breath and loaa of appetite, a
few MI-O-NA tablets will put your
stomach in fine shape in short order.
If you or any of your family suffer
a
from stomach trouble of any., kind, get
50 cent box of MI-O-NA stomach tablets
Cbas. H. Howard Co. and
at once.
everywhere sell MI-O-NA on

windows, you may

-

see

The Old

Our Fruit Jar List.
Lightning Jar™
ι

=

ι

ι

ι

85c

85c

J

.

95c

quart,

gallon......
The "Economy"

per dozen.
"

$1.20

gallon,

.·..·$!.20

1-2

is the latest in self

"

per dozen.
44
44

sealing jars.

Jelly Moulds, 6c each, 60c per dozen.
Jelly Tumblers, tin cape, 80c per dozen.

grounds.

second
money back plan.
This fair has long had the reputation of being
"I was cured of dyspepsia that bad
bette;
be
ol
to
use
fair is going
asaumetf tbe nervous form, by the
only to the state fairs. This year's
MI-O-NA and I praise MI O-NA highly,
My trouble got me weak, and nervoui than ever.
third days of thi
so that I could not sleep; the boweli
Special trains and low rates second and
were oonstlpated, and I bad sharp, shoot
from Portland, Lewiston, Berlin ani
ing pains through the kidney regions, fair, enabling people
li
MI-O-NA
at the fair, an<
and bard, dull baokacbea.
many other points to spend the whole day
worth ita «eight in gold."—Walter Tebo
su
return home at night
St. CUir, Mich.

"
"

95c

Pint,

druggists

"

1.25

Economy Jar™

14, 15.

/

gallon,

quart,

ι·2

THURSDAY,

the

per dozen.

$1.00

Pint,

More entries than ever.
More space used by granges.
on

90c

Wide mouth Lightning Jar™

TUESDAY.

More fakers

85c

pint,

pint,
quart,

1-2

THIS YEAR'S DATES ARE

SEPTEMBERJ3,

MAINE.

some-

Oxford County Fair!
WEDNESDAY.

PARIS.

of colors.

South Paris.

Sq.,

US.

SEE

AND

"Fair".

1-2

World's Famous

Away Stomach Distress In
Few Minutes, Stops Heart-

to the

Clothier and Furnisher,

Will give

It Drives

wear

cent.

HAVE MONEY TO INVEST.
WANT TO BORROW MONEY.
WANT TO OPEN A CHECK ACCOUNT.

SOUTH

J. F. Plummer,

Automobile Bargain.
cylinder, Wlnton, model K, 30-horse

•

our

large variety

5 per

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,

MEN'S FALL SUITS

thing you need.

DysPrescription.
pepsia

sell you first-class bonds that will net you from

can

per cent to

COME

rival of caps.
now

to

IF YOU
IF YOU
IF YOU

can

Look in

3(j 7

4

looking

Just

First class condition.

We

hats.

fit you to a Τ with just the cap you
for. The latest shapes, the newest
arcloth, the smartest colors came in our late
We

us.

are

power.

wool

Men's soft

latest

CAPS.

content. Do not proorastinate in
the matter of having your eyes

shipment. demonstration.

conduct the business of the bank in such a
business that should naturally
way as to secure all of the
a
safe and legitimate business,
do
to
come this way, and
conservative
with
banking.
consistent

are

doctored and cut to their heart's

4

immunity

the directors

We have many other styles in soft hats that
up-to-date in style, quality and price.

have been relieved by glasses
and surgeons had

after doctors

S.

again.

$2.00.

Glasses are intended for
more than the aiding of vision.
Some of the most distressing disfession.

more

Since the first day
in
the number of depositors and the volume of
growth
business, which far exceeds the expectations of the organ·
izers of the bank. This growth is due to the confidence
have in the bank. It is the purpose of
that the c
half.

a

The "MANHATTAN DERBY," the best
Price
that can be made for the money.

Of the eyes that rob the vigor of
the rest of the body, is our pro-

examined by

a

THE BEST HAT OF ALL

Price

two

was

It is a self conforming
IS THE PREMIER.
Handled exclusively by us.
black stiff hat.
hat.
Nothing more swell. Equal of any $3.00

Muscular Strain

years ago, and has
than a year and
there has been a steady

BANK
organized
rpHIS
little
been doing business

Our Autumn styles of Men's soft and stiff
We
hats are now ready for your inspection.
have satisfied our customers hitherto—we can

Relieving

eases

PARIS TRUST COMPANY.

Men's Fall Hats.

this sale.

P. E. WHEELER.
30 7
A. D. Park, Anctioneer.

?V

fr

may

especial

IT SAVED HIS LEG.

MAINE.

,W,WJ

M.,

niiAmhAr sets, toilet sets, white iron bed.
ooucbes, oak sideboard, sewing machine,
Morris chairs,
large rocker, dining
chairs, etc., dining tables, hall rack,

turned turtle at tbe

apples
speakers

All Wool Henrietta.

Imported

pleating
pleating, from
Don't
is trimmed with silk buttons.
Out size
overlook this skirt at $0 50.
skirt, 30 to 34 waist measure in good
styles for $3.08, (4 08.
section

Panama in navy and black, pleated at
each seam, front and side gores trimmed
with three one-inch stitched bias bands,

AUCTION!

The Maine State Penological Society
will have its annual meeting and exhibit

Congregationalist chapel

SKIRTS, 0 gored

navy, black
all wool Panama, box pleat

not spot
water,
FINE LAWN WAISTS, entire front of
FANCY LAWN WAISTS, front with
permanent satin finish, good color·, pointed yoke of Val. and German lace, French and Swiss embroidery, finished
iavy, brjwD, green and black, 42 in. floe
embroidery, and tapering panel of with fine tucks, button front, several
M.00; heavy quality in black, $1.25 yd.
finished with lace medallion, clusters of tucks in back, very desirable
tucks,
pin
Returning
Storm Serge.
Novelties.
cluster of tucks in back, this with many 81.08.
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week
One of the best all-round materials,
In dress goods, plain colors with bair stber styles only OSc.
FLAXON WAISTS, handsomely trimdays at 7 p. m.
tlways dependable for its wearing quali- line stripe, invisible diagonal stripe,
med
with new Valescienne lace, Que
at
sale
on
tickets
principal
Through
all
tés, Id all popular shades. This
twilled and fancy mixtures, 75o,
railroad stations.
WHITE MADRAS WAISTS, in fancy solid embroidery, finished with tucks,
heavy
vool material 42 in. wide, 75c. yd. Great
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
B1.00, $125.
stripes and checks, Tailored made, two rows lace in sleeves in fancy shape,
mlue.
Portland, Me.
trimmed with wide tucks front and back, lace collar, very sheer and pretty 11.08.
Checks.
Shepherd
;ood value 08c.
36
Tussah Carina.
and
LAWN WAISTS silk finish, two roy
very stylish,
Neat and pretty
•**f
WANTED.
and 25c; 28 in. wide, 18c.
Mechlin lace forming yoke, tw~comOne of the latest novelties in high in. wide, 50c.
are tbe
mentioned
have
we
with
these
front
twoWith
BATISTE
and
WAISTS,
yoke lace down center front, on eacf **25;
To buy calves, yearlings,
These goods repel
:lass dress fabrics.
:hiffon Panama, .Broadcloths, Batiste, effect of
year-olds, to winter. Heifers preferred. just and du not
ise
Cluny and German lace, below handsome raised embroidery of
with rain, rich
and
spot
Cashmere,
Poplinette
Lansdowns,
Address,
poke is one row wide Cluny and four blossom and bud pattern, lace ins*, on
ustre that is permanont, navy and black, Danish Cloth in all desirable colors from
ERNEST S. BARTLETT,
in sleevjs, exceptionally pretty $2.08.
rows Val. lace, a beauty for 11.49.
25c. to $1 25 yard.
Eist Stoneham, Me. 12 in. wide, $1 25.
36 7 8

A big touring
foot of a steep bill in Bingham Wednesdao.
George Warren Weymouth of
Grafton, Mass., a former congressman
and large manufacturer, was instantly
Two of bis three companions,
killed
R. Glass and F. A. Dinsmore of
car

die.

going

French Serge.
FOR SALE.
Beautifully finished, this ia to be one
Two-story house, nine rooms, shed
Lot )f the leading popular priced fabrics of
and stable, in South Paris village.

She was about 70 years of

age.

Spring

S. F. Davie, Postmaster.

'•Strout's Big
Statljn 214. E. A.

Mrs. Bridget Walsh was struck by the
tender of an engine in tbe lower Maiue
Central yard at Lewiston Wednesday
evening, and sustained a fraoture of tbe
skull, from which she died a few min-

Perley
Boston,

are

Porter Street, South Paris,

b. g F. R. Fog*, South Paris.
0 and 10, the exhibit
against any
Mass. in Auburn Nov. 8,
He did Dlrectero, b. g., F. P. Kl leout. Medford,Lancas- to tako
in Auburn Hail. The
place
Tbe KnchanteU, b. m.. John Flanders,
mention the
not in his whole speech
ter, Ν. H.
object of the association is to improve
attention
name of a Democrat, except the present
the fruit in this state,
2:36 CLASS. TKOT AMD PACK. PUKSI $200.
the
legat this time to the selection
candidates for governor aud for
Dandy Joe, blk. g., W. A. Nelson, South Paris. being
instanche
View
for
of
islature. On the other hand,
Bloesom, br. m., Mountain
American
and
and other
Farm. South Paris.
of note.
ed B'aine, Dingley,
There will be
Constantlne, Jr., b. s., C. Burrlll, Oakland.
leaders of a past
Col. Direct, b. g., College Stables, Brunswick.
Dolliver, Steele, ch. g., College Stables. Brun»wlck.
Cummins,
and
No doubt many of tbe Oxford Dem"Insur- Benone,ch.g., K. D. Walt-, Lewlston
Bristow and other
b. m.. I. W. Rowe, Portland,
ocrat readers will bny an automobile
as wise, hon- Dorothy Dliurd,
of the present
Just *ee J. E.
doctor Blillngs, b. g., Mayberry Farm, Casco.
this fall or next
able and far-seeing states- Nancy Blngen. b m Mayberry Farm, Casco.
est,
at tbe Paris fair and look over
Geo. Cla>k, l.ewlston.
men, and seemed unable to find words Stingy l'ick, blk. g., W.
Gerow, Ft. Fairfield.
his line of Reo and Maxwell autos.
Beatrice, ch. m., G.
enough with which to laud them. His Itaron Jay, r. s., G. W. Gerow, Ft. Falrfleld
climax was summed up in the clause, Antidctlon, ch. g., P. L. Smith, Fryeburg.
Ethel S ch. m., P. L. Smith, Fryeburg.
DON'T BREAK DOWN.
You want a change."
A unie Sidney, c in., N. J. Foes, Cornl-h.
Cornish.
strains on the vital organs, like
J.
S.
Fosa,
Severe
b.
·-,
A'aelone,
Vt.
House.
Nellie Bog^eh, b. m., Henry Knapp, Canaan,
on machinery, cause break downs.
Concert at Oxford
strains
Foxy Charlie, b. g Charles Adauis, Coiebrook, Tou can't over-tax stomaoh, liver, kidThe members of the Hersey Guild are
Ν. II.
M. Br^y, Whlteflcld, Ν II. neys, bowels or nerves without serious
taking measures to opeo a reading room Bell Cander, b. m., E.
If you are weak or
to
will be Clayton B., c. g-, J. McFarland, St. Johnsbury,
and the
Vt.
iun-down, or under strain of any kind,
used for this purpose.
llarrlette S., blk. in., D. M. Roiebrook, Lancasvoter being
in casting his vote.

to be very popular again this season. We
buttons, only
have selected from the leading manufacturing choice pieces
to
interest
you.
that will surely he of an
MISSES'

They

New Dress Goods.

children.

utes

PANAMA SKiRTS, newest style# with
MISSES' SKIRTS, bine, wine, brown
a
circular
bottom portion with pleating
trimand black invieible stripe, pleated,
med on sides with stitched bands with in front trimmed with battons, a beauty
for $4 08.
$2 08.

SKIRTS, green,

At the residence of P. E.

Smith, Frv
Mrs. Frank Kimball returned from ber.
The last political speaking of the cam· [
was
of
Oxford
three months1 trip abroad Friday. She
in
(his
County
part
paign
a Democratic meeting Friday evening in
reports a most pleasing trip.
Calvin Kneeland of Berry's Mills,
New Hall addressed by Hon. Daniel J.
Carthage, was in town last week.
McGildcuddy of Lewiston, Democratic
The annual communication of Oxford
candidate for congress in this district.
The Lumley Castle Band played before
Ledge, F. and Α. Μ will be held on
and during the meeting, and played well. Maxlne, b. m., C. A. Moulton 4 Co., Plymouth. Friday evening, SepLl6.
Services were resumed at tbe UniThe hal! was well tilled, some standing
Terrini c. g., M. H. Sawyer. Plymouth, Κ. Η.
versalis! church Sunday, Rev. Merrill C.
throughout the eveuing. The larger
TROT AND PACK. PURSE $200.
Ward, pastor. Mies Maud Thompson
part of those present were voters, and ! 2-ί CLASS.
ne*
.nuuuuiu
the Democrat would estimate that at American Hloaeom. or. m.,
sang two solos.
South Parle.
Farm,
least halt of the voters were Republicans, j RelU fearly, b. ·., C. Hurrlll, Oakland.
Besides the chairman and the speaker Cuustautlue N., b. t C- Burrlll, Oakland.
Maine News Notes.
Cheuery, Belfast.
of the evening, there were seated on the Ann lle^perue, b ro.. HoraceStable·.
Brunswick. f
Frank Taylor, ch g., College
stage Menauder Denuett of Lewiston, Steele, ch. g-, Collette Stables, Brunswick.
It is announced that the through New
who accompanied Mr. McGillicuddy, B. ; Renoue, ch. g., Κ I). Walte. Lewlston.
K. I) Walte, Lewleton.
York train from Portland will be kept
G. Mclntire of Waierford, and A. E. Joe Hilton, b g.,
Baron. I. W. Rowe, Cortland.
on this winter, which is
pleasing to
Shurtleff and \V. 0. Frothingham of Lucy
Maud 8., ch. m., fine Tree Stable·, I.cwlston.
Maine.
Antlllctlon. ch g., P. L. Smith, Fryeburg.
South Paris.
Hon. A. S. Kimball of Norway acted Kthel S ch. m P. L. Smith, Fryeourg.
J. S. Hutcbins of Bethel was re-electCatherine F., b in F. Κ. Rldeout, Medford, |
as chairman, and spoke brietly in opoued president of the Maine Rural Letter
Muse.
(
to the
F.
E.
Uedford,
himself
Rldeout,
devoted
b.
He
chiefly
Wilkes.
g,
Harry
ing.
Carriers' Association at its annual meetMaes.
j
week. J. F. King of
tariff, saving that our tariff system in its ; Harriett»·
B. M. Rosebrook, Lanças-, ing in Auburn last
in
blk.
S.,
inception may have encouraged the de- ! ter. Ν. Η.
South Paris was elected one of tbe truevelopmeut of industries, but that now it Sir Kleelmer, c. β., W. W. Presby, Lisbon, Ν. Η. trees.
fosters monopolies, and produces great Alc*y Wllkee, ro. g., F. Κ. Klttredge, Woodsvllle, ;
S. H.
Patrick J. Conley was drowned by
fortunes, taken from the common peo- Maxtne, b. m., C. A. Moulton A Co., Plymouth,
He
falling into tbe dock at Portland. tbe
Ν. H.
ple. To this system the Democratic
was a coal trimmer employed by
party is opposed. He said a few good
2:30 CLASS. TROT. PUBSK $130.
Maine Central, was about 34 years of
words for Mr. Plaisted, and then introtwo small
Achillean, b. ·., F. O. Walker, Rutnford.
age, and leaves a widow and
duced Mr.

played^
®on£· «*[·

k

auu

Pearl Foster, after nearly a year in
OldtowD, bas returned to her Norway

g *"-gSS-ll r'lrhtl.

New Fall Dress Skirts.

lining,

New Selected Furs.

Mm Mil Μριιι.

!

with a Skinner satin

length coat

lioed with extra flue

buttons,

aod heavy quality satin; very stylish cut mannish cut collar with inlaid satin
This department is filled with a choice assortment of the
the
skirt with pleats, fioished with buttons, lapels, metal rim buttons, one of
latest full cut skirts, good value $22.50. latest styles and colors.
spleodid value f10 50.

ting in the foundation now.
100x159.
A house is to be erected on Beal Street
A. L. TUBBS, South Paris.
The founda- 37 39
□ear the Sanborn place.
tion is well under way.
J M. Murcb has charge of the improvements being made by F. W. SanFirst Class Fare fl.OO each way.
born over the Advertiser office. It will
be made into a tenement.
Steamers BAY STATE or RANSOM
Aufrom
home
at
is
Frank T. Pike
B. FULLER leave Franklin Wharf, Portburn for a few weeks. Ho injured his land, week days at 7 p. m
foot some time ago by the falling of a

Ha Ha ch.

Haprr^l

braid aod

front, wide fold in tunic effect on each
Farm For Sale.
and brown,
side, colore, navy, green and cadet with
6 Cows, a Horses, Hogs, Poultry,
in front and on sides, below hips are invisible stripe, exceptionally pretty,
An I all wagons, mowing michlne, horse rake,
farming tools, dairy utensils Including cream
stitched bias bands with battons, only #■·> 98.
an 1 crop* Included with this beauU
scprator,
full) located 75-acre farm; 11-2 mil's to stn e
You will uelight in the inspection of the beautiful NEW 93.08.
SKIRTS, extra quality Panama, 13
and all advantages; pasture for 8 cows watered
of very stylish cut, below hips are
with spring-fed brook; chMce orctnrd 101 app'e DRESS GOODS which we are glad to show you. There is an
gored
from Poland tr es. pretty θ r. h. with pi ixzi, good b <rn with
LADIES' DRESS SKIRTS, all wool
waist to

attracted much attention at the express
office Monday.
Porter Seavey will build on the corner
t)f Whitman and Summer Streets near
Geo H. Bennett's this fall. He is put-

{fitter

H.

In West Paris, Sept. β, Mrs. Rachel Ellen
(Andrews), wife of Samuel W. Dunham, aged
80 years.
In North Paris, Sept. 4, Mrs. Ollvea Newton,
aged 77 years.
In East Sumner, Sept. 3. William II Downs,
aged 79 years, H months, 5 lays.
In Dix Held, Sept. 6, Marl >n Ilolman, aged 70
years.
In Bryant's Pond, Sept. 2, Mrs. Etta, wife of
James M. Day, aged 55 years.
In Noith Paris, Sep. β, Nathaniel Track of
Bethel, aged 77 years.
In North Watorford, Sept. 7, Sylvanus Knee1 tnd.

Cecil Foster returned
and hay fork, stabl workshop; ample
Spring, whore he has been employed re'lar
tupply pure witcr, ample »h ide; If taken at
during the summer, Sunday.
once everything goes for $2030 ptrt cadi; for all
Several crates of wild animals shipped Jetalls of this remarkable sacrifice with travel479,
from San Antonio, Texas, to Linn Flint j ing Instructions for this and others, see No.fret.
No.
Farm

(hfrllo.b.
iJÎicm.ler

le"' tier,

Mary Morgan.
There was a literary and musical programme of a most pleasing make-up.
Whittier'e poem, "How the Women
Went from Di-ver," was well rendered
by Mrs. Hobart, and Mrs. Keliey, seventy-eight years of age, greatly pleased
the company by singing the well known
nong, "When You and I were Young,

Maggie."

FjreW

A runaway horse which came from
the depot to Market Square Saturday
afternoon made something of an exciteHe took the sidewalk for a short I
ment.
b m E. M Bray, WhltefleU.N. Π.
lisfance Lear the Bolster store, and was u
B c i J· Mctrarlaid, St. Johnsbury,
itopped after clearing himself from the !
M. H Sawyer, Plymouth, Ν. H.
carriage. Fortunately the only damage Tcrrlll, c. g.,
was to tbe carriage.
2:18 CLASS, TROT AND PACK. PURSE $200.
Leila Wilkes, b. m., If". O. Walker. Rum ford.
Danger of frost has seared everybody He is Karl*, b s Burrlll. Oaklaml.
G b κ ,C. Burrlll, Ο *k'an1.
for a number of mornings.
Saturday
[uorning we had just the least touch of
t, not euough to 'be killing. Sunday
noruing and a^ain Monday morning, we
thould doubtless have bad a little but
[or tbe fog which showed up in the early
noming. As it is, there is no killing as

Mr.

Mr. and M re. Benj. Tucker.
Angela Favor.
A Imlra H Foster.
I.y (lia J Snow.
Susan P. KelieyDr. and Mr··. Albert Thompson.
Martha K. WhHmarsh.
M. AliceOxnard.
Elsie A. Favor.
J.iin -s N. Favor.
Mnrtha J. S. rnond.
Mr. and Mrs. Berj. Τ Morgan.
(Jco. P. Morgan, M. D.

serve

description

One Piece Dresses

UP-TO-DATE SUITS

"Pacific" was just outside the
money at the firemen s mus e
^
>·
fair last week. She
inch··», and the (ieneral Bates
',
b η falls. Which won third
TO feet, the Kennebec from Brun«*><*·
which won second, made
inches. »nd the Niagara from
which took first in that class, m
feet 4 inches.

Mrs^

departments.
styles.

paid by visiting
give

The

for the sale of the Ltdiee
of the G. A. R.:
K.»<l_Mr» Sam h Chute. Mrs. Pe»"®*·
Mary K. Aobott, Mrs. Martha Evaw. M
sic K.lward», Mrs Lillian A. 3baw,
JnlM
lirav, Mrs. IKjrvas Richard·©·,
Hicks, Mrs EvaOrdway. Mrs. AM»
Ire C^ra-Mr». Flora Masliu. Mrs. Tlna »iao,
Mrs h en M Curtis, Mr».
8"i«»lc Munk, Mr». Lirrle I·· Nob.e, Mr·.

One-piece

_

..

•Λ IS

All

WE HAVE PLANNED TO GIVE THE PEOPLE
WH0 LIVE AT Δ DISTANCE AS WELL AS THOSE
SMILEY
Γ
I
WHO ARE NEAR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SEE
J
DURING FAIR WEEK, A DEPARTMENT STORE
FULL OF NEW FALL MERCHANDISE FOR LADIES, MISSES

,ιιο rt'Miu,

Abbott and Miss Stella A.
f So·til Paris, were mar-

W.v·

(pend-

At tbe time the Democrat goes to
press, the voting is going on briskly
with every prospect of a heavy vote.
Automobile* and teams are doing a livey businebs. The sun shines bright, and

of Bangor, who was
S-uth Paris and is a *rad■» H ^h School, has been with
He will
e fora f«w days.
i ingor Theological School

it

NEW FALL GOODS.

THE LASH 07 ▲ FIEND
would have been ft boat u welcome to]
A. Cooper of Oswego, Ν. Y., ft* a merHoward G. Wheeler is at home from EVERYTHING INDICATES ONE OF THE
Dr. Annette Bennett of Augusta U the oiless lung-racking cough that defied
BEST
EXHIBITS YET.
Manchester, Ν. H., for fair week.
was moat
guest of ber sister, Mrs. Everett Bick- all remédiée for year·. be"It
A ripe strawberry was picked last
troublesome at night,"
writei, "nothnell on Orchard Street.
The
Oxford County fair!
week, in a pasture near the village.
Town Treasurer E. C. Winslow has ing helped me till I naed Dr. King'· New
Everybody iu wee ter ο Maine knows it.
which cored me completely.
The ladies of the M. E. church will
This ie the week, and given
good resilled his store and made general re· IDiscovery
Million»
never cough at night now."
bold a sale the first week in November. weather,
Tuesdav, Wednesday ana pairs during the week.
Mrs. A. J. Ne vera was at Portland know ito matchle·· merit for stubborn
are the days.
J. H. Jones is taking the present week Thursday
One of the first notioeable signs of the during the week for treatment for ber colds, obstinate oongha, sore longs, laoff the road, and spending it at bis home
hemorrhage, croap,
fair was the incoming of the fakers from eye*. She returned the last of the week grippe, asthma,
here.
whooping cough or hay fever. It rethe state fair on all the trains Friday. feeling better.
and
never
fails to satisfy.
The September term of the Municipal lieves quickly
Mrs. G. T. Lawrence of Portland is This feature of the fair is sure to be full.
the guest 0f her sister, Mrs. J. M. L. B. Walker ie here with his obaln of Court was held Tuesday at Judge Jones' A trial convinces. 60c, $100. Trial
Murcb.
shows, the ossified man hss arrived, and office in the old Orange block. Several bottle free. It'· positively guaranteed
by Chas. H. Howard Co.
a host of others.
uew entries and some old cases closed.
Mrs. Wm. P. Marston and children of
Work commenced on the I. O. 0. P.
In the hall, work on the grange exPatrick Folan, a spare traokman In a
Damariscotta Mille are guests of rela- hibits
Four block the first of the week in earnest.
began several days ago.
railroad yard at Portland, was killed
tives here.
Portland
in
was
Stiles
P.
M.
Paris
and
West
granges, Paris, Norway,
Capt.
Wednesday morning, it is supposed bv
D. G rover Brown, after spending the Frederick Kobie, are working on their during the week at his Portland office.
struck by a switob engine, though
being
their
left
and
family
H.
S.
and
will
do
best
surtheir
to
Bayden
summer here, has returned to his work displays,
He was 65
no one saw the aooident.
lake cottage for Haverhill, Mass., Tuea
of teaching in Purto Rico.
pass their previous efforts.
years of age, and leaves a family.
The N. Dayton Bolster Co. will occupy day morning. They returned by aoto.
Mi»· Julia P. Morton, who ha· been the same
Mrs. Mell Sampson entertained a large
space as last year with a disThe Maxwell 14 horse power runabout |
here for the summer vacation, has replay from its carpet and wall paper de- I number of ber lady friends at ber home at $600 is the best value on eartb.
turned to her teaching in Abington,
on
Bridge Street Thursday evening.
partments.
,
Mass.
Δ large exhibit will be made by A. W. Music and refreshments. A most pleasDresses and Dress Goods.
see the New Fall Suits, Shirt Waists, Furs, Dress Skirts,
Horn.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Frothingbam Walker Λ Son of South Paris, including | ant evening is reported.
is
in
full
corn
The
operashop
Norway
of a few difof Portland were here over Sunday, not only the line of agricultural impleBelow is a
these
as of a most
In Albany, Sept. 4, to the wife of Leslie Kim- You will be well
and Mrs. Frotbingham will remain for a ments of all kinds which they usually tion. The corn ie reported
a daughter.
show, but in addition three automobiles excellent quality this eeason. The crop ball,
few days.
In KczarTall*,8ept 4, to the wl e of Bev. H.
ferent kinds to
you an idea of the new
of the International Harvester Co. make, | ia unusually large.
H. Richardson, a daughter.
M.
Chester
Merrill leaves Tuesday for one of them
In Bethel, Sept., to the wife of Levi Browne,
R tad Commissioner Millctt has nearly
for cariylng loads.
designed
aeon.
Washington, D. C., to take a course in
The grounds never lookod better than completed work on the state road.
the United States College of Veterinary now. The turf is
feet of
green, and everything Something like one thousand
.
state road has been built.
Surgeons.
is neat and clean. The great
Married.
improvea
obwas
Labor
Day,
generally
Monday,
from the leading manufacturing are here on our racks, they are the kinds that give are very stylish, the demand is so great we have purchased
W. A. Blake and family of Auburn ment of the year is the new grand stand
in served by Norway
people. The post
In South Paris, Sept. 5. b·/ Rev. Α. Τ Mc· satisfaction.
were in town over Sunday.
Mr. Blake at the pulling ring. This is built
see.
to
fail
not
line that you should
was closed part of the day; work Whorter, Mr. Walter 8- Abbott and Miss Stella
bas returned, bur the family will remain good shape, large enough to seat a thou- office
South Paris.
sand people, and will undoubtedly be | on the new block closed, but the shops A. Record, both of
a few days.
In DIxfleM, Sept. 7, by Rev. W. E. Gaskln,
MANNISH WORSTED SUITS, extra
SERGE SUITS, floe quality all wool,
well patronized. It is not covered, but and stores were in order as of any day.
Mr. George S. Holman of Washington, D C.,
DRESSES, extra quality all wool surge in navy, wine and black, collar and
Mrs. Charles R. Elder and daughter is built so that a roof can easily be put
Very many of the cottages about the and Ml·· Florence Marsh of Dlxflsld.
In black, Davy and brown, 33 io. semi- quality, invisible stripe, Lard twisted
|
of lace net with soutache braiding around yoke and down front of waist,
In Bethel, Sept. 5, by Rev. J. H. Little. Mr.
Marguerite have re'urned to Maiden, on later. The fence around the track lake were closed September first. A John
with 5 inch yoke
Edward Poole and Miss Ruth Ellen fitted coat with mannish ootcbed collar, thread, latest style cut coat
Mas».
Mi>s Mildred Elder will remain has also been
trimmed with silk soutache, braiding on sleeves and at waist; pleated
handsomely
completed and painted for | few will be occupied until the first day Crooker, both of Bethel.
lioed with a guaran- bias band of self material around bottom
at S. G. Burnell's until after the fair.
of October.
In Auburn, Sept. 4. by Rev. Fred A. Lelth. turned back cuffs,
Downing will run the
a beauty $11.98.
the entire circuit of the oval.
skirt,
trimmed with
E. M.>ore and Miss Eva Grace Good· ] teed
satin; good width skirt with wide with silk braid piping,
A booth bas been set up for the te o- steamer to accommodate these cottages Mr. Frank
Our advertisers are using a little more
DRESSES, fancy check of blue and green, front of waist trimmed with buttons
win, both of Norway.
silk soutache and metal rim buttons,
at
sides
at the main building, and the in- during September.
in
doable
phone
W.
Mr.
box
Rev.
C.
front,
In
pleats
5,
Curtis,
Bethel,
pleat
Sept.
by
of the Democrat's space than usual this
taffeta silk pipings, collar, cuffit and belt with silk piping, wide tuck In front
and
an
arch
has
John Sbepard
patented
strument has been put on a single party
Prouty and Mrs. Elsie Greenwood of Dorchcs- aod
satin faced lapels, Skinner satin lined;
value $14 98.
back,
week, but it is good interesting matter.
special
Mass.
to
ter,
down
back ; side pleated skirt, good value $9.98.
is
and
The
which makes it much more CJn- support.
designed
support
In Bethel, 8ept. 4, by Rev. C. L. Banghart, Mr.,
9 gored skirt with panel front, with 7
Furthermore, next week will make up line,
bold the arch of the foot in its natural
venient than before.
Guy Morgan and Miss Goldle Swett, both of
for it.
DRESSES,
fancy worsted in grey and navy mixtures, V yoke with taffeta trim·
inch bias band at bottom trimmed to
The Ferris wheel, the merry-go-round, position and will be used by those who Bethel.
CHEVIOT SERGE SUITS, best select
front of waist with silk piping and buttons, collar, cuffs and belt with pipmings,
value
unmatcbable
with
Charles E. Merrill, who graduated and tents and stands almost without | stand much.
coat,
ed quality, latest style coat trimmed correspond
from Bates College this year, has tbe number, are already up.
The Leavitt cottage was the place
ings; pleated skirt with panel front, this popular Dress $12.50.
75.
Died.
with wide aod oarrow silk braid around $24
President Wm. J. Wheeler, Secretary where the cousin and picuic party was
position of principal of the high school
the
leading
SERGE
CHEVIOT
SUITS,
at
Southwest Harbor. School begias Wm. O. Frotbingbam. the trustees, who held on Friday. Those present were:
collar and pockote, sleeves trimmed with
of Cimdw le

pet.

Chapman

Rav
orm··-'

Henry J. Merrill
ing fair week here.

11

N. Dayton Bolster Co.

jSouth

35 MARKET

Paris,

SQUARE,
-

-

CASTORIA For Infants and ChOdrvo.
n. ru ν·· Him iivin Buck!

1116
«1

Maine.

sif //ty J J

Free!

Free!

-

THE LAND OF
Free! PUZZLEDOM.

-

A KING KINEO RANGE.

No. 1047.—Anagram*.
··· ··· in a manner
The man at the
······
vulgarity.
that showed
**
·····, but his
He made a fortune
······· coarseness kept him out of the

best society.
··· is not coldAlthough he is ····,
I do not apand
er than his manner,
preciate ······· without kindness.
···· a
minute more,
Let me ····
then I will ········ the picture.
··**
began,
While we were at ····,
········ the ardor of
and we had to
the children, who wished to go at
once.

She was dressing, but she stopped
with her ···· ·· the window, while
she watched a ······ between a hen
and a hawk.
··· ·· air at the
opera
People who
·*♦♦·
madden me; It is too much for

Ml

nature.

··, ·· ··· request, went to look at
the ·······.—Youth's Companion.

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Varietv
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910,
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo
Ask your
Range, valued at $60.00, FREE.
friends to begin to save this advertisement
for you.
! '

No. 1048.—Enigma.

In mental Image I am seen
As joy or hope or blank despair—
The may be and the might have been,
The dream of life without a care.

There's not an
From knight
cap-a-ple
To shepherd'.n piping on the green
In poets' land of Arcady
incident
In armed

I cannot match In landscape fine.
I show you innocence and bliss;
I show the mother love divine
That reaches heaven in baby's kiss.

C>! IttU11 jtûl)l.c«6k) \J$h§£/

Tet he who loves me best hath said,
"I hope to hear your praises sung.
My name be linked with yours when read
Throughout 'the press' that you are

AUGUSTA.
BANGOR.
PORTLAND.
BANUOR DAILY NEWS, in 223
During the year ending May 1, 1'JlU, the
institution
this
of
accepting poissues, gave ONE or MORE instances of otudents
Free
No payment in advance.
sition·. Our Position Department can help you.

Catalog.

SHAW.

L.

F.

or scene

hung."

No. 1049.—Charade·.
I.
The idle farmer tried to last
When springtime days are almost past.
His efforts were my whole.
First were his grapes, scanty his grain.
Ills tardy work was ell in vain.

Prcsidint.

It vexed him to the soul.

II.

You wouldn't have thought from his total air
That he'd second and third to his name.
He entered my first with never a care
And ordered the best the house could

Largest Faculty, Largest Attendance,
OPENS

TERM

Finest Location

spare,
traveler knew him and said, "Beware!"
And that spoiled his little game.

But

and'Equipment.

12th, 1910.

SEPT.

FALL
ttlace vou In a position.
Allow us to arrangv a course fur you atnl afu-r irra<lu.ttlon
165. Tne 1»10 Catalogues are
Out of 3S0 call* for help the past year we coul'l only supply
Agrees
now reatly. Sen·! for one.

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE*

No.

A country in the far east. 3. A place
where merchandise Is sold. 4. A dark
color. 5. Something seen only at night.
6. Something belougiug to sailing vessels. 7. That which forma an impor8. A weapon
tant part of a house.
used in the old time by archers. 9.

Catalogue.

CO.,

To wed.

No. 1051.—Illustrated Central Acroetic.

South Paris.

L. S. BILLINGS
J

11 tw

Puzzle.

This zigzag contains something that
only in the wiuter time. If the
words are rightly chosen and written
one below another their zigzag letters,
beginning with the upper left hand
letter and ending with the lower left
hand letter, will spell the name of that
The crosswords
which is hidden.
2.
are: 1. Something caused by tire.

MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELER &

1050.—Zigzag

comes

lewiston. me.

STANDARD
SEWING

Send for

a

w

V-frl

>

£25

All Kinds fori
Building Purposes.

f%Af

UlllUCI

When in want of

anything

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware.

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

House Faints,
Barn Paints,
Boof Paints.
»

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Onr

Koofing—The beet

οί all

roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

try imitations.

make to order.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We

The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We
Telephone

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

nd Electrical

Supplies—We

oest for automobiles and

Call and see them.

sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
soutn

Merritt Welch

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

LINEN CRASH
for towels,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings yL

&

High Grade Portrait Work

HAND TOWELS,
ROLLER TOWELS,
DISH TOWELS,
GLASS TOWELS,

at

7c, 10c, and 12c per yd.

Theee

are

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

prices.

SOUTH PARIS. Portland.

43tf

A LOW PRICE

Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

I HAVE ON HAND

—

Wool Carpets
patterns and clean

Blankets,
Fly Nets,

Trunks,

Suit Cases.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

Harness,

Bags,

up stock.

Corner Main and Danforth St>.,

basket.
Turn a mouth into what it lacks.
Turn a sour fruit into a sweet one
Turn one foot covering into another.
A Riddle.
I'm longer and longer the lower I
fall and when I am highest I'm shortA plummet.
est of all.
Puulodom.

Key
No.
103X.—Beheadings:
Words, E-deu, 1-ark, I-sis,
to

ζ

Elizabeth.

any, a-bet,

b-oat. Ε-ton, T-ell, h-ale.
No. 1039.—A Letter I'uzzle: Start at
Τ In the word slot—"The rougher
March the fairer May."
No. 1040.—Charade: New, found, land

—Newfoundland.

No. 1041.—Word Square: Mark, area,
real, kale.
No. 1042.—Kiddie: Ball.
1043.—Head changes: Purse,
No.

honey, money.
No. 1044.—Pictured Words: Tacoma,

nurse;

Washington.
No. 1045.—Decapitation:

Smitten,

mitten.
No. 1040.—Provorb I'uzzle: "A bird
In the hand Is worth two in the bush."

The U. S. Government in its "Pure
be bought Food Law" does not "Indorse" or

A FULL STOCK OF

to close out odd

No. 1052.—Transposition·.
Turn a tree into plenty.
Turn a flue fruit into the one cent

Pulp Wood Wanted.

L. M. TUFTS,

ON

lu this puzzle the words ure pictured
instead of described. When the eight
objects ure rightly named and the
words written one below another in
the. order numbered the central letters

Merritt Welch,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

—

CRAB-APPLE JELLY.

Wipe crab-apples, remove stem and
blossom ends. Put In a granite or porcelain lined preserving kettle, and add
cold water to come nearly to top of apples. Cover and cook slowly until apples are soft and brokeo, stirring occasionally, using a wooden spoon. Then

allow juice to drip through a double
thickness of cheese clotty or a jelly bag.
Boil twenty minutée and add an equal
quantity of heated sugar. Again let
boil, skim and cook until when tried on
Fill glasses,
a saucer mixture jellies.
set in a sunny window, let stand twentyfour hours; cover and keep in a cool dry
place. This is excellent to use for sweet
sandwiches or jelly roll.

Can show you Suit Cases from 90c

j

10

$7.00.

He—I loved yon, dear, the ~ery second
time I saw you.
She—Well, that's original at any rate.
Why not the first time?
He—Ob, then you were eating an ear
of corn.

DIGESTION

AND

ASSIMILATION.

It is not the qaantity of food taken but
the amount digested and assimilated
that gives strength and vitality to the

lystem. Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets invigorate the stomach and
liver and enable them to perform their
For sale by all
Functions naturally.
dealers.

APPLE CONSERVE.

Wipe,

in quarbe four
pounds of fruit. Pare the yellow outside skin from two orauges and cut in
small strips, rejecting the white inner
skin. Thinly slice the oranges, discarding seeds if there be any. Arrange the
fruit in alternate layers in porcelainlined preserving kettle, sprinkling each
layer generously with sugar; using in
all four pounds. Place on back of range
that it may heat slowly, and allow it to
cook until the consistency of jam. Turn
into glasses, cool and cover. Dur'mg the
latter part of the cooking it should be

But even before the fiber
creased.
reaches the manufacturing plant at-

substances lose

a

couslderable per-

centage of weight in drying out, so that
the maintenance of average and uniform humidity in the storage rooms
hus a direct advantage to the owner
iu maintaining the value of his goods
Cigars
as they lie in the warehouse.
nud tobacco lose flavor iu dry air and
regain it to some extent, after loss,
by stornge in proper humidified rooms.

tbe French ambassador to Portugal
berlwho spread the fame of the
ar«
through Europe. And of all who
nicotine tiKlay how
familiar with
οι· have
many associate It with Nlcot
even heard of hlm!-I<ondou Chronicle

Wooden furniture nnd musical instruments are sometimes cracked or the
finish injured by the dry air of steam
All these and other
heated rooms.
similar
goods are advantageously
worked or stored in rooms in which the
ntmospheric humidity is artificially
controlled aud kept at the most desirable

point.—Engineering.

A PIG'S SQUEAL
It Played

a

d_id

yon like

Adirondack, Cbolly?"

^"It wasn't bad
champagne out of

rongb

Diarrhoea is always

less prevalent daring September. Be prepared for
it. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrbœa Remedy is prompt and effectual. It can always be depended upon
and is pleasant to take. For sale by all
more or

dealers.

watched carefully

to

TUTTI FRl'TTI CONSERVE.
remove stems from two
pounde of blue plums; immeree plums
in boiling water, and remove with skimmer as eoon as the skins can be easily
slipped off. Wipe, pare, core, and thinly slice two pounds each of apples and
pears. Arrange fruit in alternate layers,
sprinkling each layer generously with
sugar; using in all five pounds. Place
kettle on back of range and cook slowly
until mixture is thick, stirring frequently. Rub through a sieve to remove plum
pits. Add one cup of washed and stemmed sultana raisins, return to kettle
and cook until raisins are soft.

Wipe and

quince and apple jelly.
Select the ripest and most perfect
shaped fruit for canning. The parings
may be used for jelly. To these add
three pounds each of quinces and sour
apples, wiped, stems, seeds, and blossom ends removed; then cut in small
pieces. Put in kettle, add cold water to
cover fruit, and oook slowly until quiDce
is soft. Strain through a jelly bag. Boil
juice twenty minutes, and add an equal
quantity of heatud sugar. Skim, let boil
five minutes and turn into glasses. Let
stand twenty-four hours and cover.
Boil one pint of vinegar, two pounds
of brown sugar, and one ounce of stick
cinnamon for twenty minutes.
Dip
peaches in boiling water, a few at a time,
one-half
to remove skins; using
peck.
Stick each piece with four cloves, cookin
the
hot
time
a
at
few
a
syrup until
ing
soft. Fill pint jars with peaches, overIf jars
flow with syrup, put on covers.
having screw tops are used, examine
them the next morning to be sure they

tight.

CANNED YELLOW PLUM TOMATOES.
Wipe two quarts yellow plum tomatoes; cover with boiling water aud let
stand until skins may be readily removed. Boil two cups of water and two
cups sugar ten minutes; thinly slice two
lemons, remove seeds and add lemon to
syrup. Cook tomatoes in syrup a few
at a time, until soft and clear, being
careful that they do not lose their shape.
Fill pint jars with tomatoes and lemon,
overflow with boiling syrnp and put on
CUBRANT JELLY.

Pick over currants, but do not remove
stems; wash and drain. Mash a few in
the bottom of a preserving kettle, nsing
a wooden potato masher, and so continue
until all the berries are need. Bring to
the boiling point and let simmer uutil
cur.ants look white. Strain through a
coarse strainer, then allow juice to drop
through a double thickness of oheesecloth or a jelly bag. Measure, bring to
the boiling point and let boil six minutes.
Add an equal measure fine granulated
sugar which has been heated In the oven,
care being taken that It does not become
brown with heat Let boil three minutes, skim, and pour Into sterilized jelly
glasses. Plaoe In a sunny window and
let stand twenty-fonr hours. Cover, and
keep in a cool, dry plaoe.

a

SOUTH PARIS,

like a

Virginia

They

HE GREETED THE CZAR.
of Nicholas II. With
risian Street Arab.

Experience

a

Pa-

On one of his visits to Paris Nicholas
II. was left alone for a moment in hie
carriage. The tzar was delighted at

the feeling of frcedomjind ease. Looking out of the window with all the
zest of a school I my playing truant, he

before 1dm one of those picturesque street arabs who seem to sprout
between the paving stones of Paris.
This
particular specimeu, seated
against the railings, with his nose in
the air, was whistling the refrain of

INSURANCE,

MB.

He had never seen the emperor, but he had seen his photograph,
and the likenes» was striking.
"Suppose It is Nicholas?" he said to

himself, greatly puzzled.
lie resolved to make sure without
delay. Walking up to within a yard
of the carriage and bobbing his head,
he shouted in a hoarse voice to the

They are

being

Grand Prize
The 1910

it.

Interlocking Style

the cleane»t skimmer·, easiest

running,

washed and durable separator

specialty in their husi
We carry a big stock all the
You can get anything in the
Machinery line from a Gas-

make this
ness.

time.
Farm

Spreader to
small Garden Cultivator, and the

oline
a

a

Engine

or

Manure

You will

best there is made.

soon

want a

Sulky Plow

plowing.
plowing much

for your fall
your

give you every

opportunity and

..

Especially

can

do

and

a

at..

Low Rates.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 13, 19»°·
address
cataloguée or any Information

J. F. MOODY,

North Bridgton,

pieoe of adhetlve plaster.

And don't

item, you

forget

Maine.

one

Shop

to

Paris,

23, 1910.

—bread that makes

eating a pleasurepastry that "flakes"-*
depend cn the flour

very

ney."

J
I

baking

failure.

Jmost flours.
J A sack in your

pantry takes carel
lof every baking need.
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WHY BE BALD

Th· Author Wu Willing, Though, to
Turn It Into a Comedy.
When Parisian Sage is Ouaranteed
The gallery god, no less than the
io Stop Failing Hair, or
patron of the padded chair, aspires to
Money Back?
I have a vivid
write for the stage.
Parisian Sage in the moat delightful
remembrance of the first of all the
hair dressing in the world; it is pleasplays submitted for production at the ant, invigorating and refreshing.
It
It was makes the hair
New theater In New York.
soft, beautiful and luxa
local
railroad
from an employee In
uriant.
Wherever Parisian 8age is
station, probably a baggage smasher, known, it Is the ladies1 favorite hair
and I shall betray no confidence in re- dressing.
If, after using one bottle, you do not
cording that the author's name was
say it is the most delightful hair dressMurphy.
ing you ever used, you can have your
Though Mr. Murphy called his work money
back. The price is only 50 cents
a play, It was in reality only α scenario.
a large bottle at Chas. H. Howard Co.'β.
The It is
It was entitled "Jim's Wife."
guaranteed to cure dandruff and
plot was as follows: In the first act falling hair, or money back. The girl
Jim had no wife, but be took his girl with the Auburn hair is on every bottle.
to a dance. Action—They danced. In
act eecond came the "great scene."
The scene was caused by the fact that
Jim's girl danced with another man.
Jim felt Impelled to kill him, but he
refrained, reflecting that euch things
did not occur in the best circles and
would thus be socially nnpleaslng to
his lady. The curtain fell on his act
Now is the time to get you
of self sacrifice in not killing the other
an improved
In act third there was still
dancer.
more action.
Jim's girl rewarded him
for hie delicacy by marrying him.
Final curtain.
.Mr. Murphy seemed weighed down

Fruit

Growers :

Apple Picking

Ρ—Atlyjl

a

Jit is economical, too—makes'
J more bread to the sack than'

McClure'e Magazine.

'fun

that goes into them.
Wise cooks use William
Tell Flour and never have

Ladder

(We Make Them Folding Too.)
You don't know how much
more convenient and serviceable

they

are

ladders that
came

down

than those

the
from

upon. Drop
folder.
illustrated
us

ladders

are

pole

elephants

a

the

ark

card for
These

made at

West Pari*, Maine,

by

L F. Willis & Co.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
.JAMES D. UIILM

Flour

Ladles! ^ave Money and Keep
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For Sale.

A very desirable property in ?
ous village of South Paris.
house, stable and an extra I

asp"·

;

-ting of
Ung lot.

The said proi>erty is situate I
High anil Gothic St»., an·! I- one
!
the beet location In the villa);.·
been built but four year·» βη·ι I·»
«
furnace heat anil hot an<l col
city water—an'l hath room, an
This place stout I
basement)).
if Interested |·
appreciate·!,

J"*·

·-·'
1

D'*
1 ^

address,

Portand. Me.

to save their Ι£Λ rS Kl'B*
Mail
METALS for
attended to. I »;»<> b"?

AND

BERS

promptly
NORMAN Ν.
Poultry.

orders

•.IS'.

Κ

Maine.

Box 817, Norw;»;.

32-lyr.

ritOBATE

BOTH J

To all persons Interested In cither
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, heM at I.
for the County of Oxford, on
rtay of August, In the year of our1
thousand nine hundred an·! ten.
ιηκ matter naving been present)
thereupon hereinafter indicate!, 'ι

J

r·'

That noUcc thereof be given to ,t
terceted by causing a copy of th!
published three weeks successive!)
font Democrat, a newspaper publl
Paris, In sal<l County, that they m;t·
Probate

Court

to

be

bcl'l

ut

:e

J*·

1

Okdkbbd:

™"

to

...

we

1 ·χ
'■
»·"

Γ·

·''·

ufU!î
third Tuesday of October, A. I>. 1.·ι·
clock In the forenoon, and be hear :t'ieitonu
they see cause.
Bertha T*. Packard 1 tte of If. It.
flrst and final account present.
by Warren W. Hanccom, admlnl-i

she
the
last will ami tcxtament of
GEORGE H. HARDY late o." Tarts.
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.

«■

Herbert A. Fletcher late of I'·
ceased; (Irst and final account ι r· a
allowance by Cella M. Kletctur,
trlx.

in

rk. 'ItI tor

u
tc

ts

; ·"'

Louise J. Curacy late of S.inir r.1 >r··
ed; third account presented for Γ nbtriW··
L. M. KobtnsoD,executor an! adi:
Erneat L. Packard of Hebron ι·'
presented for allowance by Lydla Κ
guardian.
George C. Morrill late of 8un>ncr.1
for order to dUtr but.
malnlng In her hands prceeut·.··!
administratrix.
Morrill,
petition

'""J

tir

■

r··

ΐ

:"

'T.

,ll<

I Edward E.
1
Tammloy lite of
ceased; third account présenté.I fui
»r.
execut
by <Xls U. Blchardson,
'·
I Bertha L. Packard late of llc!>r··
·■·11",
lUrf,"1C
petition for determinationIV of
M
herltance tax presented by arrvn

|

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

com, administrator.

·ο·<β*·'.
(
Morrill late of Sumn r.
>
first account presented for alio*.·*»»·
administratrix
Katie 11. Morrill,
l <-"urt
ADDISON E. UEKKICK, Judge of -il
A true copy—attest:
Kerf·"'·
I'AKK.
D.
ALHKRT

George

Clwuot and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant provth.
Never Fail» to Restore Gray
Hair
Youthful Colcr.

McCall Patter»· will enabloyon to make In your
to its
own borne, withyourown hands, clothing for
Cum «cmlp dlNtM k hair tailing.
tftc. and >l.u'«t Dm«lit»
yourself aud children which will be perfect
In stylo and fit. Prico—none higher than 16
cents. Send for freo l'altéra Catalogue.
NOTICE.
W· Will Gre Ym Fia· Pmart for getting subscriptions among your friends. Send for free
The South Paris Savings Rank has been not!·
Premium Catalogue and Cash Prlso Offer.
led as required by tbe Revised Statutes of I
Maine, Chapter 48, Section ±2, by Alfred L.
ΠΕ IcQUl COMPACT, 239 bMI Wat 37a SuKV INK
"urtta that his Deposit Hook No. 694β, ta lout and |
Ji.it be desires a duplicate book Issued.
SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS HANK,
60 YEARS*
By Gkokoe M. Atwoou, Tress.
3β·7·8 |
South Paris, Maine, Sept. 1,1910.
EXPERIENCE

KILLthi

and

CURE

couch

THE

LUNÇ9

Dr. King's
New Discovery
w,th

NOTICE.

The aubscribcr hereby gives notice that he has I
Men duly appointed administrator of the estate |

,

for

C8ii§re

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNGTROUBL»;

GUARANTEED SATISFACTOBT

dyggtjonmw

Scientific American.

")Zt

lmlfli, pre-

a
v-i

Portland Auto ιοτ.ρ»η>.

Everybody

NOTICE.

•wSfeœ&âgρ»

'!c:eu
Γ

Wanted.

of

IIENRY R. BURGESS late of Pern,
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
tonds as the law directs.
All persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
leslred to present tbe same for settlement, and
Demons til Indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
nent Immediately.
Copyright· Ac.
JOHN BURGESS.
Aug. 30th, 1910.
Anyone tending a sketch and
an
nninkiT ascertain oar opinion free wnetMf
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he haa
nxn
executor
of
the
appointed
dnly
aat will and testament of
tpteUU notice, without <
FLORi Ε. HAMMON late of Paris,

taert-

W. D. Clark.

ALBERT R. CON ANT late of Canton,
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonde as tbe liw directe.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlemect, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make
pavm»nt Immediately.
WALLACE G. CONANT.
Aug. 30th. 1910.

Patents

earn»
0*
at clue

ull)

1

1

Be a Chauffeur Of
Automobile fcfljiflttf

86 St. Lawrence St.,

NOTICE.

a free pattern. Subscribe today or send
for free sample copy.

Is
ly
the iij.
at South

.-on»
•-•r to

r,

(V need men to train In tin.
sltions paying t.t) to |3<> week
Short hours, Great demand n.
Five yearn of
K»r-(çe work.

Discharge.

CORA E. HARDY.
Aug. 30th, 1910.
KcCalTt Magaslae will
help you dress styl"mopolltan Magazine requires
WANTFfl.c
MniilLU the services of a
ishly at a moderate
representative
In Parti and vicinity to UK>k after subscription
expense by keeping
tho
on
renewals
and to extend circulation by rpeclal
you posted
In
which have proved unusuilly successlatest fashions methods
CO Salary and commission.
Previous ex·
clothes aud hats. ful.
A'hole
l>erlence deM-able but not essential
New Fashion Design·
»r ppare time.
Address with references. II. C.
In each issue. Also
ampbell, (. osm-pulltin Magazine, 17f9 Itrosd.
valuablo Information
3β·37
way, New York City.
on all home and perOnly
soual matters.
60c a year. Including

RID:

Variety Store,

MEN WANTED.

Style by Rending McCaU't
Magazine and Using McCall Patterns
I

itl'.n, !j

at Cost

NORWAY,

)

administrator

euat««

:..c

It-ceased ;

Hobbs'

The subscriber hereby gives notice tbat
For Sale by N. Day tonJBolsteriCo.
bas been duly appointed executrix of

MYALLS MAGAZINE

Clerk.

FOR THE REST O*
THE SEASON.

printed

rilliamTell
f

-tract of

Horace Ν. Bolster late of 1°
third and Unal account of >'
administrator, presented for a.

Hammocks

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
District or Maine, ss.
On this 3Ί dav of Sept.. A. D. 1910, on reading the foregoing |>etltlon, it Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing lie had
upon the time on the 23rd day of Sept, A. D.
1910, l»cfore said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford DemIn said District, and
ocrat, a MWBpaper
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cau*c, If an ν the ν have, why the prayer of said petitioner shoul'i not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send bv mall to all known cred
Itors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tlielr places of resilience as
stated.
Witness the Hon. ci.ake.nce Hai.e, Judge
of the («aid Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In eald District, on the 3d day of Sept.,
A. D. 1910.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.1
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Atf *t -JAMES Ε HEWEY. Clerk.

appointed

id

aiilt u-i
un.

ADDISON E. UKRRICK, Ju l^o
copy—Attest :
ALHEBT D. PAUK

AN,
{ In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the Dis-

has been duly
the estate of

Rock

iilven

!
executor,

JAMES

Cake

st

« true
35 37

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
D. UHI.MAN, of Bethel. In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
lo said District, respectfully represents, that
on
the 30th day of September, 1909, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he ha*
duly surrendered all his property and rights of
property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirement)) of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
That he may be deWherefore he pravs,
cree·! by the Court to >iavc a full discharge from
all debts provable against bis estate under said
bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 20th day of August, A. D. 1910.
JAMES D. UH I.MAN, bankrupt.

'Light

xu

Mamie K. Casey late of l»t\
first account presented for a>.
W. Morse, administrator.

j

horse-shoeing.
located and doing

irty

»-· boiilei
the «^οβΊ
u -aM [χ.
tt.'l antwtr

Lillian Ci. Buck late of Hue.
first account of Jamc·* S. «
presented for allowance.

Rent.

Shop centrally
good business.
H. P. MILLETT,

Maine.

loftier
A'rlt. three
•'»t, t
unty, tu

Albert O. Wheeler late of I'
first account of Annie It. M
tratrlx, presented for allowar

first-class black-

important

The boy lost his tongue. He stared
at the speaker in dismay and then,
raising his cup, stalked away slowly,
very slowly, to mark his dignity.
Nicholas II. afterward often amused
himself by scandalizing the formal set
around him with the story of this private interview with a true Parisian.—

E. SARGENT, S.0·

shop

May

oii'lewj
by [iBb.

George E. Back late of Γ

Blacksmith Wanted

A. W. Walker & Son,
South

catalog.

Ij·1™®1.1?"· ASJ

will either
smith

Hieot,

·'

Il ret account of .lames S. W
presented for allowaui-c.

13.

prop^J";"'1
/«be1

here.

buy

machines you

very

begins Tuesday, September

At

that he

1

Frank A. khnrtltff lite of
account presented for allowa
Cray, executor.

; i-etory 9 r. h.. 74 it. barn,
care for
etc.; ngcl owner cannot
fere.
NOTICE.
If tak η at once will Include 11 cow*,
Inall
equipment and tool» forIn the District Court of the Unite·! States for
3 bull*, horso, etc..
etc..
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
cluding ea·· engine, cream separator,
of eplenlM
onlvSSOO part cash; for picture
In the matter of
)
kltlge., all details and traveling No.
stro"t s CHARI.ES W. KINGMAN, la Bankruptcy,
this ami others from »6β) up»ee
of Waterford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Charles vv. Kingman In
the County of Oxford nn<I district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 3rd <lay of
W. Kingman
Sept., A. D. 1910, the said Charles
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the llrst
held
at the office
will
f>e
his
creditor»
of
meeting
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
OR
A.
D. l'.dO, at
the
JI
et
of
on
Sept.,
1'arls,
day
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other buMnees as may properly
hire a
I
come before said meeting.
in South Paris South Parle, Sept. 3. l'do.
or rent my
WALTER L. GRAY,
to such a one for the
Referee In Hankruptcv.
a

a

ililuu

'it or
0Γ

Florence \V. Stanley late of
ed; pftltlon that Frntik Γ V
other suitable erson be app.
l-trator of the estate of <r
sente·! by Prank P. Elliott,

Address the Principal,

t'joa W.

woo'l

I'

PROBATK MOTK'I
To all ]>ersons lntereste<l la clti
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at l'i''
and for the County of ox for I,
day of Aug., In the year of our I
nine hundred and ten, the f,
having l»een presented for the
hereinafter Indicated, It Is here) ;.
That notice thereof l>e given t
tereste<l, by causing a copy of
three weeks socce
ford Democrat, a newspaper |
Paris, In said County, tlmt tin
Probate Court to oe held at
the third Tuesday of Si pt, Λ
of the clock In the foren'v^n, an
on If they tee cause :

Paris.
1910

Write for

5 mln. walk to depot ;
One of Me.'a beet farms,
the saltwater, cut .5
pretty fleliln elope tocows
1
; iOO apple tree*,
hay pasture for i5
horse fork, •29-37

get repairs for the

can

Terra

and All Equipment.
325 Acres, Stock

Jour-

Judge.
"On dese ground·," replied the prisoner.
"I stole de melons, but de sheriff didn't give me a chance ter eat

most

made.

Sturtevant Home
Twelve instructors.
Atwood Hall,
accommodates 70 girls.
new, Barrows Lodge and Cook Gymnasium accomodate 125 boys. All dormitories under the supervision of instructors. Rooms in private houses for a few.
Hebron
moderate.
Any
Expenses
student from your section will be glad
to tell you where tu go to school this
fall.

3437

r.U

PLAINT It

OK

ourt tUt
time of

1

>

Colby fitting school. Certificate right published
Three
to other New England colleges.
courses—College, English, Scientific.

Fall term open·

For

t

Koblnson Dean for the sum if ·,
on demand with Interest
Date ef writ April 21. 1910,
entered at the May term, l'Jlo, f.
Addamnum. $200.
A true copy of order of Court, *
the Writ.
Attest :-Cn A BLES Γ. Will'.
V. B. DïEH, Atty for 1'lffs.

Bridgton Academy Hebron Academy.

with

Caught Too Qulok.
"I pleads guilty ter stealln' dem melons, Jedge," said the prisoner, "but I
wants de mercy er de court."
"On .what grounds?" asked the

(AH8TKACT

1804

Will

suggestion

Assumpsit on promissory notfield, Maine, May IS, A. D. Iv

Agent. South

DAVIS.

M.

South Paiis,

You

better

τ.

fact,

by a fear that his play was too serions
for the New theater. In his letter he
Bald: "If you would rather have it a
comedy I will send yon the Jokes. I
have a few jokes too."—John Corbln
In World's Work.

ever

now on

Charles I- Taylor, the Defer,
the service of the Writ, wuof this State, and had no u-r ,r r.
torney within the same; that U
have l>een attached In thli an:
hue had no notice of *ald Milt »!
It 18 Ordkkku, That uoth·.·
of this suit be given to nai l Dcf
ll.-hlng an attested copy of thlwith an abstract of the I'lali.t"·
week* successively In tbe Oxf.
newspaper printed at l'arl«, In
last publication to be not le»·
Iiefore the next term of sal I (
at Paris, In and for said Countv,
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1.·:
fendant may then and there a;
to said suit, If be shall see cat.
Attest:—CHAHI.E.S Κ Willi

U. S. SEPARATORS

good

A SERIOUS PLAY.

CHABLES L. TA VI.

cream eavera.

assures

I

\UMKX„

A,

vs.

us

money earners,

Ui <>,urt,
j
*.τπι, l'Jlo.

Mi

UEOBGIA E. DEAN ET

Year in and year out they run without a hitch, ever making
We sell them, you need one.
money, never making trouble.

unknown foreigner:

"How's the emprrss?"
Picture his satisfaction—for, in
he thought that It was only a
Joke—when the stranger replied,
a smile:
"Thank you, the empress is
well and Is delighted with her

PORTLAND,

CODSTY OK OXKOBD, *s
Supreme

me.

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

easily

eaw

to his feet.

State of Maine.

Building,

By using a United States Separator.

are

A. W. Walker & Son

Itankript.

IVOTICK TIIKKKOJ.

'.rier,ad-

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM

fence.

senator who had been elected because
that pig was caught in the fence voted
for the war of 1812.—Popular Magasine.

New Baxter

US·

u.s.

History.

worm

OBDEB OF

District or Maine. »■>.
On thle27th day of Au# A. D. I 10, onrt»,·
Ing the foregoing petition, It
Onlered by the Court, Tbat a hearing be ta<
upon the same on the Kth day of sept., a η
1910, before eald Court at Port'.anl, lo αί ΐ bii
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forerw. ; .r.
tlce thereof be published In ti <
if .m [>,tt
crat, a newspaper printed In
blstrtct,
that all known creditor*, and
r,st
i<r»08itt
Interest, may appear at the κι! 11
,6.| pilf
and show cause, If any u
why
prayer of eald petitioner shorn l1. ; ν jtraiiin
1
.·
And It 1» further or 1ère h;
i. ,un,
Th»t
the Clerk ehall eend by mat! to
known crt.!.
ltors copies of eald petltlui. uni
dressed to them at their placet > ! red :etc* u
stated.
Witness the Ho». Ci.akks· κ π. κ. .lu,]»
fj(
the eald Court, and the *·*! t
r. ,· !',,rV,ul
said District, on the .'7th ·Ι* .,t λι^,α l»'
1910.
JAMES E. HHiKV,Clerk.
[L. 8.J
A true copy of petition and <>;
tureen.
Attfst: JAMES E. HKUKV, (;Vrk.

A nd

Cbamberla'n's Cough
snccess,"
have used it with perfect
writes Mrs. M. I. Baeford, Poolesville,
Md. For sale by all dealers.

were

totcfe,

be W.n*\

.r« from.«

bated this 20th day of Augu«t. λ. ι> '.jIo
LUCIOUS B. WOBCKSTKK,

PIANOS A ORGANS.

Momentoue Part In American

foil dl»·

a

debts provable against his e-ui^ ààdï^K
bankruptcy Act», except such debts ».
1
oepted by law from »uch dls« barge.

SIJS

Pythian Block,

confidence in
Remedy for 1

of

by

C. Ε. TOLMAN & CO.,

Smith?"
She succumbed.

world

Coup**ft-

that he ha*

in

can never be your wife."
"What? Ami never to be known as
husband of the beautiful Mrs.
the

a

Bankruptcy ;

he pray*, That be may
hlWbertfore
the Court to bave

In. Ml

The wur between this country and
England In 1812 was caused by oue
marvote, aud, stranger still, the small
its head
a
from
getting
came
pig
gin
stuck iu a rail f»*uee. It was a Khode
Island fence at that, but built much

SWEET PICKLED PEACHE8.

are

ICS..

"No, I

"I bave

I*unK to

Ία,y iw».
dered all hi* property and rfghu of
and has fully compiled with all tlie
1;r,J[<Wy
of said Acte and of the order» of Court

■

life in

fun. We drank the
tin cups.

Diichirr»,
j In ha*]~.
Bankrupt, j "****.

LOC10ÛS

wet
The iiiCKikiiU of whicfc Trw'i IIhie
ôont with the greatest care, the teemlt
the highest Quality. Tke compoaoding it
ptcptfilioa.
Mac a rdi*bu pkMsuaftkil
"
"Keeps you and year children well.

all dealers.

"And how

v^3jV

weak body? What

Petition for

To the Ho·. CLARESCK I! ALE, J
of
trtct Court of the United state*u.lije the Du.
foribt DÛÛvt
of Maine :
B. WOBCE8TEB of
Mexico,
County of Oxford, an·! State of la iu
Μιΐ®«
in «aid District,
respectfully represent· it«
0»
the 28th day of Auitusi, V.«w, be
wu dm?
Zdiudged bankrupt underthe A<-u of

That keeps
perfect condition—gives zest to die appetite, sparkle
True's
60
to the eye and steady nerves. For
years
and
down
"run
people
Elixir has been taken by
constirelieve
'lost
to
restore
appetite,
has been found
Good for
nervousness.
pation, biliousness, headache and
worms—the
everybody, young and old. Sure to expel
and use it
best family remedy m the world. Get a bottle
absolutely part ·οA *1
it composed

great

tbe

ιβ muter of

LCCIOCS B. WORCESTER,

you need is True's Elixir.
stomach and digestion in

Aa usually treated, a sprained ankle
mospheric humidity plays au important will disable a man for three or four
as it dries
loses
weight
Cotton
part.
weeks, but by applying Chamberlain'»
fibers
out, but, more than that, the
Liniment freely as soon as the injury in
lower
of
and
shorter
bristle and appear
received, and observing the directions
grade than when slightly moistened. with each bottle, a care can be effected
For sale by
Leather, feathers and many other por- in from two to four day·.
dus

a

with one than you
(he Russian national hymn. Suddenly great deal easier
prevent burning. their eyes met. The street boy sprang can to cfhase the old walking plow.

complaints

remedy.

Ity and moderately high temperature,
breakages are less frequent under
is inproper conditions, and the output

That will neoer do. How are you
to stand a busy day if your brain

hampered by

is

from tbe Island of Tobago,
from
tbe Yucatan province of Tobacco,
Tabasco lu Florida or from a y-shaped
pipe whlcb tbe people of Illspanlola
smoked with their noses, only on»'
with the
name is definitely associated
institution, that of Jean Nlcot.

·«.

in children al·
When starch sticks to the iron clean It
wave give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera by rubbing it across a piece of fine wire
1 ind Diarrhoea Remedy and castor oil. It screen instead of scraping the Iron with
s certain to effect a cure and when re- a knife.
is
luced with water and sweetened
For mending amall breaks In a hot
feasant to take. No physician can preFor sale by all water bottle or other robber article· try
cribe a better

W. 0. Frothingham, ]
Main·. ! tealen.
MAINE.' South FarlX

going

name

With the Modern

"Oh, Peter, what have you been
ioing? Didn't yon promise me faithfully
When ironing It la a very good plan to
that you would be a good boy?"
a brick and make It thoroughly hot
get
"Ye·, mother, but something always and use it as an iron stand. The Irons
ïappena to prevent me."
keep hot much longer.
For bowel

factories,
the Lancashire district of England the
natural climate affords working conaitions equaled in America only ou occasional days In certain localities.
Even in England, however, there are
is
many days In which the atmosphere
too dry for the best work.
Since textile fibers are increased lu
Btrength and elasticity by high hu.nid-

haying au election of
members of the legislature in Rhode
SPICED OKAPES
Island. One Federalist put off going
Wash and remove etems from eight
to the election and left himself Just
from
skins
t.-> run t'.:c chance of losing it by slight neglect or with
of
grapes; separate
pounds
"
time enough to get there before the
Atwood"»
I.. F.
unknown rcr.icrfl··*. The true
pulp, beat pulp in a kettle until seeds
Medicine, (or over hill a century, has been a standard
us he got on his
Just
closed.
polls
through
be
removed;
put
It
readily
may
keeps stomach and
rcinrdyfurc<>:isti|vati<«i>.
family
a
heard
he
town
bowel; right. The hcalthand liappiness of all can be
Add strained pulp to horse and started for
coarse strainer.
had with a·! ocrasional dose of the true "L. F."
lie looked around and
skins with four pounds of brown sugar pig squeal.
Atwood '* M edit me.
Kaneely, Me,
mixed with two teaspoons ground cinna- saw tliat the pig had its head jammed
"/ hare used 'L. F Ahvoaf s Medicine for the
mon, one teaspoon of clove, one-half tea- iuto that old rail fence, and anybody last five years f<r the whole /.unify. It certainly hat
hogs done us hts oj gjoa." —Mr*. MARY HALCMELDHR.
spoon of mace, and one pint vinegar. who
knows anything about
Cook slowly two hours. Wild grapes
in large red letters
knows that the hogs would have eaten Be sure the trade mark—"I.. Γ isfor
a large bottle.
on the buttle you get.
are the most satisfactory, but when uot
35 cents
if it hadn't beeu rescued.
ones may be used, that pig up
cultivated
Write for liberal uapU I·
procurable,
to
The farmer stopped long enough
M
Portland. Me.
THE L. F." MEDICINE CO..
selecting those which are under ripe.
liberate the pig. aud when he got to
PBESEBVED PINEAPPLE.
was
He
the polls they were closed.
Pare pineapples, remove eyes and ohop too late.
soft part. Put pineapple and sugar in
The result was that a Democratic
alternate layers in earthen bowl, using
member of the legislature was elected
equal quantities of each; cover and let from that district
by one vote, aud he
stand in ice box over night; in the morntivvivu
UUll
ing, drain and boil syrup until, when WUU1U util Uil\U
slightly cooled in a saucer, it is the con- Federal bud not there ou time. In
Skim frequently the legislature a Democratic· United
sistency of boney.
during the boiling. Remove from range, States senator was elected by one vote,
and
let stand until
add fruit to hot syrup
and that Democratic legislator who
cold; then fill jars and seal. Use in had been elected by one vote voted
for
cold
as
sauce
or
pudmaking whips,
the Maine farmer is forging right up
for hiin.
dings and ice creams.
In the United States senate they to the front.
You can't do it any
PKACn MARMALADE.
voted for the war of 1812 by one vote,
remember that
Please
other
id boiling water, a lew ai
way.
Democratic
Dip peacuee
and that lihode Island

"guarantee" any preparation, as some
manufacturers in their advertisements
would make it appear. In the case of
medicines the law provides that certain
drugs shall be mentioned on the labels,
124 Main Street,
if they are ingredients of the preparaMAINE. tions. Ely's Cream Balm, the wellNORWAY,
known family remedy for cold in the
head, bay fever and nasal catarrh,
doesn't contain a single injurious dru?,
so the makers have simply to print the
Delivered at any station on the fact that it
complies fully with all the covers.
Grand Trunk between Berlin and requirements of the law.
for these

in Crayon, Water color,

Nichols St..

the beet that can

Recipes.

remove steme, thinly pare, cut
there should
ters and core;

will spell the uame of a famous man
who wus born in August.—St. Nicholas.

Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
paints include Impervious, Heath & Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

>

Paroid

Sheathing Paper,

matter of cbance. One can be almost
sure of success, however, if tbe proper
care Is taken in the sterilization of jars
and cooking utensils and the seleoion of
tbe fruit. Frait for canning should be
of the beet quality and its preparation
Everything
done deftly and quickly.
he in
necessary for tbe work should
readiness before the fruit is touched
and there should be a good supply of
granite pans, kettles, spoons and so
forth, as these are better tbao tin for
To sterilize the
use with any acid food.
jars and their lids, put tbem In a kettle
or pan of cold water, set them on tbe
stove and let the water come to tbe boil
and boll for a few minutes. Then set
tbem off of the fire and take the jars
from the hot water as they are wanted
for use. AI way h use uew rubbers on
have
your fruit jars. You may possibly
used tbe same rubber successfully for
two years but it does not pay to run the
risk.
Fruit always look» nicer and some
think it bas a finer fl ivor if it is put in
tbe jars raw and the jars set in water and
boiled, or else cooked in tho oven. When
is
paring fruit which dincolore quickly it
a good plan to drop the piecon into a kettle of cold water as eoon as tbey are
pared as it is tbe action of tbe air tbat
Fruit used
causes tbem to turn dark.
for sauce should have sugar added when
it is canned, but if you wish to use it for
and
pies it can be canned without sugar
tbat added when lite pies are being
made. Tbe amount of sugar depends
fruit.
upon tbe kind and quality of tbe

Bankrupt's

What! Can't Eat?^k ML

The Father of Tobaeco 8moklng.
out tbe
It Is quite hopeless to trace
and tofathers of smoking in general
tirst
bacco smoking In particular. Who
r
drew lo smoke of any kind through
of oui
pipe In England and who first
took to tobacco will nl

products which require special
Methods of Canning.
atmospheric conditions for advanta- countrymen
Young bousewivee usually look for- geous or profitable maintenance. Prin- ways remain disputable. It Is equally
ward to the canning season with a good cipal among such operations Is the
mad<
uncertain which western tribe
deal of anxiety because tbey know tbat manufacture of textiles, perhaps the
Is evi«n
the sublime discovery. There
canned fruit so often spoils and tbey feel
largest single Industry curried on In dispute as to whether tobacco takes its
tbat tbe canning process is largely a
in the favored climate of
from

Buy large selected crab apples.

MIND!

Many Material· and Produota Whieh
Require Moiat Air.
There are many materials, operations

and

CRAB

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.
lxx

Column,

time, to remove ukins, cut in halves
and remove stones; there should be four
quarts. Put peaches in porcelain-lined
kettle, beat gradually and cook slowly,
stirring occasionally until well mashed;
then rub through a fine sieve. Add five
pounds sugar and cook twenty minutes,
after sugar ie melted, stirring constantly.
Put into pint jars.

Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

Keep

Interest to the ladles
Correspondence on topic· of
li solicited. Address: Alitor HoWMtWM'
Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parlt, Me.

a

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

PLEIASE

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN. I

HELPED BY HUMIDITY.

I
j

I OB MONEY aMrpyDED·

Wanted.

the County of Oxford, deceased, and given 1
or M
Live poultry, »lso cows, fresb
rands as tee law directe. All persona hat-,
drA handsomely Illustrated weekly. Urgwtng
demands against the estate of said dewinter.
this fall or early
teased are dealred to present the same for tettle- freshen
GEORGE M. ELDER,
nent, and all Indebted thereto an requested to
nake payment Immediately.
South Paris, Me.
33-45
ELMER β. HAMMON.
Aug. Mit, 1810.
η
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